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1. PROJECT DA)ISCRi{P'[IOi
 

Ti, irojct d(eals with the design and the exprirn uta Lion 

of an educational programime to serve the intLerusts of the ruual family. 

It aim.s loards the development of the cominunity 's own educational 

pYtent.iality and intends t o obtain a programme valid for different 

soci o-cul tural qr:,ous. 

[hie W::on unit is the family, and any differential treatment 

of its members is dimissed. Groups are mixed: grandparemts, fathers, 

mothers and. children of different ages mreL toge ther for the same 

educational nctiv:ity. It is obvious that a prograine dealing with a 

V.C.,y s02:iific su'bj:act should probably limit the action to one or sonc
 

cf Lheso nombers of L-, family.
 

Ar:anc'ram e conceived to b; useful for family groups 

livinp in hi :hJy d:if.rcnLat:.d re4ons ,nth from a geographic and 

so<.i c,-cultnir.! p:o.int of vi ew. methodology and contents need to bW 

] xi le and a,p, c. 

ini:lly, Lh ideas contained in the f'ame of reference of 

the ;ro.Ira ,me aro based upon the lileration oedapogogy, and working 

,roeedurns have ben chosan in ordor to eisure, at all levels, re]Inons 

of d alo n- and pe rsonal development. 

, ,r-or1 :f this underlying philosophy, the production and 

adpt.tion of wrateri-ns in the various wor'k:irg units is not related to 

coma0snu:cifi'v t.,uoLhrical krowledn!e., Learni.n. i.'s concivod as the result 



2. 

of a reflection, enabling the family to analyze what thoy are doing., 

in order to provide the group an opportunity to look for a different 

and better way of being and doing. 

Ls the genealization of such a programme, or pilot experiment 

possible? Has this experimental design been sufficiently tested to 

ensure good results in a wide y extended phase? 

A good deal of non formal adult education programmes have 

heen carried out as "pilot" or "experimentali projects. Others have had 

a mass-oriented character from the very beginning, inspired in intentions 

or in a leader's charisma. Lessons obtained from these programmes, very 

costly indeed, have been scarce; most of them are, at last, reduced to 

the experience of those involved in the programme. Communicability of 

a life experience is certainly limited.
 

Gonerally speaking theoretical judgments, historical analysis 

and ideological position of most of non-formal education, programmes 

develoners do not stress the need for scientific research, rigorous 

experimentation and results' evaluation. Almost as definition, nona 

I'orrtiltJ education means a personal involvement with disadvantaged people, 

and a close con tact, comprehension and esteem of their own cultural 

and human values.
 

Nevortheless, we, educators sharing those points of view, 

mu~su rccoinze th-at our will to serve and respect popular groups will 

not have a real s;ense if it r emains within the accidental perspective 

cf some Cew fyroups or coi .munities,without reference to a social class. 

if'Lhis exp]iciiaLion is made, lessons derived from an experience will. 



not 	 ':ulb .n thu 'Lizat i ion or manmipulation of these g'oups Lh., 

:..;I'2" OproM,iU sui.tm,,b4]in U4 working oti'er'in 	 ,rument for wL h 

r'ou os. At the :' Li :e doat they a":o a:le to communicate to others, 

,,duc.to rs i l 0.1o th.ir notion to he oif. biefit to other groups 

th rough a qua 1!tati ly buotter rulntLinship. 

it i:; 1:ht35s 1ly, of course, to intend to reproduce a pilot
 

p.,'or'wiranmein othor cir' ums tances, with di ferenL people, and to reach
 

t.N sane -as 	 This possibility is even
r esults in the experimontal phase. 

more rnomto, when the pilot prou{rarun, is iing to be reproduced on a 

wider scale (moroe people, wider geographic settlement, broader socio-cultural 

d:ivrsi ! cation). 

A pilot or nxpor.imen'a! praoramme consumes more resources per 

"Qi ition uit ('indi viduals or groups ) bo cause it intends to control 

Moro vs ri- l,.s, to tot ol.ternt, ve solutions, to evaluate diferent 

as ne.;tw of the r.o ,.;mont of No proqram :lo in order to obtain more precise 

in,:io", Lo Win.e et. formulat,:e.d h-ypotheses, to design more workable 

mod.l. allowing m Yore extnded prorar m.- wIthout the intention of 

repioducin..-. the ari.t'i.ina! expriunce in each group of th, second t)hase. 

It. is clear that rmny elements of' the pilot phase will not 

be taken into ac;'ount n the extension of the pro-ramme. On the o hr 

horra]nd,boa sil, . of the ino.'Lh,- ci m,-sions U'O: iramnaO this second phase, 

control and olloau-up ,lero:nts will have to iUe mer en.t here: theue 

.leman ts, not ,onsider,.d in the pilo phase, will be tested in this second 

step for the first Limr'e, 



The pilot phase has provided a good deal of inf1ormation on
 

.Lrumin t, des:iud or apk, ways ' base ,p:.
aan o. cntactin th a 

an thQ role .cal 1ic evlopi;ant a,".ncios can .lay, on e rarnge of jo,"ib].0; 

rn.,on ofth ,rp::s to the iua,!osed ,".UMUMli 

Pc'-;ron 	 e.:.,:'-rieance of I'... rch.Qr, has t -us Lbeco a le,,ning 

i)I.)p'r2t:-iZ 	 .2oGin a''C 1 pa.i , f o develIn a second phase, p'oposed 

as a Lro.O .conu: "iOn" of thle pJr'ogt0rI'CI;c. iaut means, to £lepl'ducc. 

1£-£ tLo 


thao- e!,lRnots a'-cc'ompar,:yir;g this. w:x&Ls.:ion.
 

tBhu: uYmI'rience on a raro edC:i La1s ind, onn.equ;ntly cont,rol. 

At th,e end o:: sia sco(nd )?.,3, and only a L that iomnr:t. will. 

we be in cno::dJ cien; bo *.ri:;o,."tho u.ua!' L,ou deve.cpad techniques, 

instrumpnis~ 	 ~ ~~ to: stas nd erunt con texts.and noarl 

itn ohe Wi;a'"ds: ", be. awil 2'l ro de!\o'}il' c]e out a rlcVoirg 

out sim;ilaarrr'"'rn' onr ~O0lo. f ilL aking 6ab~.lie ren Ci t,cu with1 qaano 

according to tho ,:felkence frarn,:ow'ck ;e have considered in oiin oxpar.elnce 

1.2. Ojuctiver;
 

1.2.1. 	Gunr._ objectives 

ln te deszi of our proj.ct, genera. objectives have been 

foirml.ated 	a:s f'llo:ws (suna annc 6): 

- Jo oi a. c ducat:ional model for the rural fanily..:'can ].Le 


•T -iMi.zin i t- ad;ca ticnal poe tinta ... 



To )-!-oposc a reference framework about the rural family, 

thr. soc::ial development and the non-formal education... (1) 

- To for ulate a model of formative evaluation susceptible 

to be applied in non-formal education programms... (2) 

1.2.1.1. To formulate a replicable educational model 

It was mentioned that to ensure the roplicability of an
 

educational model for the rural family is not a task to be definitively
 

completed in -uch a small programmes, in which experimentation has been
 

carried out only in three rural communities.
 

Nevertheless, at the end of the pilot phase we think we are 

in condition to offer a rigorous report about the significance of the 

j;,ploam':entation of the model we have designed. 

From tnhe botgtining of the programme we put an important part 

of our effort in defining and making clear our interpretation of the 

LaLin-american aid Chilean underdevelopment, as the context in which our 

w.ork is inserted. Ile have defined the role whtch plays the information 

provdeod to the uroups; the scope of the relationship between researches, 

rionitors and base groups: the function of the materials; the focus in 

the monitor training. During the course of the field experience, a 

(1) See chapter on the reference framework. 

(2) See chapter on mthodological options. 



VC-cord ha,, Leen mrIde of all. eventualities and vicissitudes of the 

The purpose of this decision has been to enable us to share 

tA th o Lhcr., w:ith full information, our per(cept.-)n of what was done, 

where and with what results. This is, in brief, the purpose of this 

report: to provide information about how we perceive the settlement 

(lc',caj comIriiitics) and about the obtained results. Honestly, we cannot 

-*iy that other people, in other places, carrying out simi.ar activities, 

zfl-ould obtain identical results. 

1.2.1.2. Utilizing family's educational potential
 

Unlike other social settings, a first approach to life
 

in rural communities shows that the Family still represents an important 

educational agent. This is especially true, when'one considers the 

li:,d ted access to other educational agencies in rural areas. Everybody 

knows that the majority of rural children do not reach the fourth year 

of pririary education, and that programme con tents have nothing to do 

with abilities and skills needed for rural production and life. 

Messageos transmitted by commercial radio and television 

represent urban and consumption values. Other media, like cinema and 

n..aTers riotr-w.: are accesible to poorest rural sectors, with few exceptions. 

Health and hygiene services, a good source of information and 

xerienee exchange whon other educational media are absent, are here 

def:..-tive ard inaccosible due to distances and poor means of transportation. 

It is possible then to presume, even if not proven, that 

c-ri iuniea tdon inside the rura' farily reaches an importance unknowna in 



ivz'3i1i con texts :111 wh:ich the impact of mass mer~dia have a first rolu to 

Any.
 

We mrrcy pesume that labour traininrc, infoL ation concerning 

child rearin., education, food manipulation, cuLtural values of the
 

afamily and society life, are transmitted from parents to children in 

case of urban families.
free and nat.ura. way, more than in the 

This Darning, however, lacks social recognition, and few 

to maximize its potential.a .er.cins orient their efforts 

objective of our progranme is an attempt to reinforceThis 

the links of cour2nication and collaboration inside the family and 

comnur i. ty potups 

terns, we have adopted a working hypothesisin o2rat.innal 

newill analyze laer: "educational potentiality of the rural family 

be show.n. if, after a certain number of external stimuli, the groupsw:ill 

vndrrtaI: e the elaboration of' their own thematic unit". 

This iypothesis was confirmed only in u:ne of the three groups. 

Nevyrthless, the working dynamics in all of them, and reasons given for 

not performing tKis activity, led us to the conclusion that this hypothesis 

s still valid, and needs to be retested.
 

1.2.2. Se:i. f'ic ohcc Lives 

In the pr'evious design of the programne these objectives have
 

been defined as foll.ows (sea annex 6): 

- To explor, and to reinforce the educational potential of three 

rural Pa ',ily groups. 



- To ecplore and to reinforce ways of coramunica tion inside the 

.,.rl-"1,ieo and Lho communities, facilitating the flow of information 

about generator themes. 

- To explore people's perception of migration, school and family 

roles. 

- To construct, to test and to validate motivation and learning 

instruments. 

- To promote the implementation of educational inniciat~ves by the 

groups. 

- To stimulate their capacity of criticism about structural social 

eletrients conditioning theirfeelings towards these phaenomena. 

- A bibliographic review of the subject° 

From this first formulation of objactives it is possible to 

obtain a new statenent offering some analysis advantages: 

12.1.1. 	 Formulation and implementation of an experimental educational 

programme for the families of three rural communities in 

the central valley
 

Chapter five will describe and analyze the fieldwork; chapters 

devoted to the reference framework and the methodological options of the 

pro(.granaie will show design and implementation-conditions. 

The programme design was aimed at exploring and reinforcing
 

educational potentialities and comnunication inside the families, in 

order to facilitate the flow of information and to optimize the operative 

capaciA es of the families. 

This design was particularly aimed at changes in individual 

and iroup attitudes. It was a,sumed that behaviour changes corresponding 



nany tiies, upon externalIi,}:;o att:iLudn a Inodifrications w. l1 dou~en, 

itLLt s are ac..s3a ry coidi LiCn."n" itions, but ; i t.ho.se charv.c i a 

for b:ha:i oral. changh (1) 

In fGct, the rodification of daily routine, of customary pacticas, 

and confuse popular mythology becomesoften conditioned by a copious 

a more rabional appro'eciation of their fundamentalsros:ih, in the li.ght of 

nrd consyquanceso At the same time, this modificat].on is impeded I.y 

which may r nder chan.ges ilnlusory. A idy mexternial circuns tancus 

aMloatrealiz.e, the irunur 1'ance of supporting a father fighiling for keeping 

unit and, at bhe same t:ime i;o rest inactive Leacauso of.' a produsive 

lackin technical or financial assisLance. On the oth er hand, technical. 

not affect individualor Financil assistance pF'ojects iay fail if bey do 

resources.or ,roup attitudes enabling a better use of offered 

() 'erse y ard Blanchard distinguish four levels of changes in people,
 

according to this graphic :
 

high 

Difficulty'-- - -


Involvd
 

lhort long 

Time
Involved 

http:modificat].on


10,
 

1 2.-.*. To uxooro yeop]1; percoption about generator them.ies, and 

to improve their critical capacity 

(kni. .rater tiierics are daily life problematic areas allowing 

ai concr;ntr'ation of' th. group attention for a critical analysis providing 

a rational perspective of the problem. 

In his scheme, Freire distinguishes and illustrates three levels 

of conscience.(1) The first level, called "magic conscience" is represented 

L a mar .feeling that lie is poor or unhappy beacause of the will of a 

h]tind force (God, destiny); he is unable to control this force and he 

will never bel.ieve in the possibility of a change. Their attitudes will 

be aoabihetic and fatalistic. 

The second level is that of "ha:ve conscience"; the oppressed 

blaie the oppressor (the rich, tho powerful.., the government) for all 

r1iisi'oitunes; he will react with violence or with frustration to the 

]jj.vosibJlity of modifying his situation. 

The third level, called of "critical conscience", is that of 

a :.urson understanding that, if'the social structure is, on one hand, 

Lh product of man's collective will, on the other hand it is a force 

cond~ctionning the man hir:sel.f: oppressed and oppressor are prisonners 

of' a socal reality not designed for man's happiness, but based upon 

the dor ination of one man over another. 

Critical capacity involves an observation of the natural and 

:;'.a: world., inlend:irig to deprive it of its mask of mythologies, false 

.....eves., mag:ic and sup.rstition created by popular culture through 

of'~....Ue.,a.tunsoppression, ignoriance, injustice arnd isolation. Freire 's 

(1) P.'ulo ]i'e.iz'e, (229). 



1.1. 

ts only 1Ly iWii pNossibc mentali tv, whichhilos hy stat., At sal a .orul tr 

a Mi)f ':tiolal w,10 nco nle .. : yes nature and soc iety in ob bSeAU and ay0., 

MI bu able to lou for adequn t , :o1uiiions to thir proble.r. 

(.,.. v, n:i lv ll.. La tiis stilled potentiality of' searching 

for solouLions and of trusting in l possihilities oA' the group to surpass 

the. eAvVYid coltin.o. 

ln thQ fI.r - t, formulation of the programme , the ClDE team 

migrations, the school, and familycon.ider'ed the aralyss.i of rural-urban 

1 of the zimro groups introdaced problem'jTn evc]. 

production and trading of agricultural 

Mrc s. the I, iun r me, the 

daling withLhe ait! care, 


prcoucts, empploymen.lt, labour conditions, and otrhers.
 

validate motivation and learning;
1.2.2.3. To ndapn, tc test and to 

ins rumnts.
 

Fron scoral options leading to the expression of the
 

educational p'OIe.olities of the families, the proramme team selected 

one Af ,,ovi. nj Lh, family i.r'oups with a sti.mulus giving an impulse to 

The con'ecqunt operaticnalization of the working hypothesis 

,ayin Wt "it is possible to maximize the educational potentiality of 

Lhe b W unans of a ,amiprocess of research-educa tion" (see 

6), .,uld !. a-. f'ollows: "it, is eo,. .ai to o .i month oflv, one 

ti..,>y ,,' vrnu w, starting with propur' nniciativus: and impulses,Nthe 

! . .'oV:h:oi.t'-' b .se 'aoupsw.ith n su.i tai-la tinulus during a po ciod of 

-
: 11. t.hr:'n r nlitho' ' 

http:empploymen.lt
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'rni,,or expliit terms: if' we o.fer diff erent instrui ,nts, 

*varied and atractive,, to the ,roups, allowing for an analysis of their 

own realiity and for a moilization of solutions to their problems, it
 

i.,' pos,,ihle 
 that each group develop the capacity of selecting one of 

wiose instruments and techniques and of elaborating one working unit 

dealing with a subject of his own interest. This unit may be proposed 

by the gr'oup to others., as a working instrument. 

Stimuli proposed by teamthe. programme consist of materials, 

nIi thods and techniques easy to use by less experienced monitor but highly 

ef'ficient in motivating the interest of the groups, 
During the exper'ience, the team consntucted, adapted and/or 

.:jsted [im following ins.truxents:
 

1 o 3ames
 

- The community
 

- io is doing what
 

2. 	 Dramatizations: 

- l.magine you are somebody else
 

- The court of justice
 

- R=corded radio-theater
 

- The trial of a wife (Jury 13)
 

3. 	 Glroup research projects 

- Who is doing what?
 

- What does tho schoo], do?
 

- To whom do you recur?
 

&Iides	 de, 

,~Ch:ild deveiopnaJnt
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- Aicoholi:sl (1)
 

5]. G:rou p +,wor.,k-.
 

- EjaioraLinw a uork:ing unit 

1.2.2.h. 1o powo te the gkroups to imnplermont their own educational 

inni c i tive s 

CIDS team has defined itself as educator. MonitorsThe 

in order to work with a wider population are volonteersselected by the tea. 

and they do not have any will of pr-vailing upon
from tho same comvuriity, 

r s, in .... of ,m attudes or behaviours. It is theknowledge, 

C1!: team who think; it has a valid message for the rural family. 

prograpme conceives tha educationalThe r.e:',ence franework of the 

proe nU a dialoq.ical ralation between the educator and those with whom os 

he or shu works. In this relationship, nonitors play an intermediary 

role. 

iLowever, this dialcgue is not the spontaneus result of pure 

will. It demands a relationship cualitativoly diCferent from an action

reaction situation. It means equal interlocutors sharing opinions, 

possible only after a relativelyu .wati ono, criticismi; this will be 

lonq i.nteraction period. 

This was the edueational exoerience the CIDE] team intended 

to carry out: to lead the groups to the elaboration of one thematic 

unit qxptrssc th'ouqh an instrument similar to those proposed by the 

. am san : .in'.lc.. 

' eOne A" W groups concluded its prtir Ipation in th p", gram 

and a caue tte recording dAlin, with
LY d1rawi2ng a s s oA 15 m2tuo.. 

"1:.Lh I ,i - to ",TE :urarne Pad.r. s e iP le,. 
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aii "agricultural year" of a rural ramily.
 

A second 
 group, even though sufficiently mature to undertake
 

this task, faced adverse circumtances impeding its achievement.
 

The third one did not 
achieve its objectives. Nevertheless,
 

tie devel.opient of the programme 
 was a good experience for monitors and
 

families involved, and a good field 
test for 	instruments. 

1.2.2.5. 	 To carry out a bibliographic survey about problems in 

rural areas in Latin America, and about rural family 

education. 

The following is a table of documents selected and abstracted 

in the main libraries in Santiago. 

Item.3 revised Items abstracted Items abstracted Items abstracted 

other institut. CIDS 

1.2110(a) 226(d) 	 120 
 75 

1)40(b) 354(e)
 

113(o) 5(f)
 

(a) ECLA 	 biblio-rafy on family (1976)
(b) University of Chile library 
(c) Iollarmino library and others 
(d) ECLA-ILPPE3 abstracts (1970-76) 
(e) DOCPAL-CEIADE abstracts . 
(f) Computer search in DOCPAL system 

A first 	 version of a state of the art on this subject has 

been prenared. It is added to this report as annex 2. 



.. rate y, and me thodoloy
 

rar me has been carried out as a team effort, with
The pro .

a coherent modelthe contribution of each member to the elaboration of 

for the stimulation and learning of the riural family. 

The working rhythm was deliberately slow, in order to enable 

its coherence, and in the comprehension of thea growth of the teai in 

phase of the programme.methodology to face the field work, the crucial 

Thus, the time dedicated to programming, elaboration of contents, materials 

and methodology, and tihe biblioraphic review was of approximately six 

to seven months. Field work took four hard months, and the synthesis 

phase was of less than 60 days.(i) 

The programming phase was devoted to the elaboration of the 

frame of reference of the programme and of the methodological approaches 

for the field work. The rnsult of this task, undertaken in an educational 

way, is the topic of an other chapter of this report. 

'lhe exturimentation phase begun. withmonitors' training in 

the use of designed instruments. This phase was exclusively considered 

as an oparational instructi.on for the use of the instruments. 

The st.imulat-ion for an educational dialogue was innitiated 

tht-ough weekly meetings of monitors with their groups. During this phase 

the C]DE team coimunicated with the community groups through the monitors. 

'Toinstances were of Particular significance in this phase: 

(1) See flowchart in annex 5. 

http:instructi.on
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( A w. ].y mas.-.in of the eIDE team with the moni to r, wha-, thu latLer 

rupor ed t.-' event; of the last m.canting with t eir ,r'oup, and 

uxnrDieos warn diiscUssud and a nalyz' In additio;n, plans we 

ade aid i2L irumunt" uo'. f or th:; 'o .l ri:aren g !faa,.ln 

(2) The group me.etings held weekly in each conltuni,ty and coordinated by 

Every MY it, as p .,) a."' , reco'der was utilized and/
taa, 


or a writLen reopurt wr.s prepared. 

Given An l.ritied extent of the pilot experience, the CIFh 

team, could have di '<ct,y con the oxnarionec in the tlee ,roups._rollr.. 


owa ver =:c y:Wi w.:s dave l:pod with thle a id of intearmediary ronita'us 

rom thi cnrmr'.aull'y, because its aim was to devalop an oxpir2-ence wh ich 

could l;e ruplietad t a relatively low cost. 

http:mas.-.in


2. FRAME OF IFIRENCE 

2.1. Develonment and social change. 

The concept of underdevelopment, commonly mentioned in relation 

to diverse countries and regions of the world, refers to very complex 

social problems, characterized by a large difference between social groups 

with regards to income and access to goods and services such as education, 

nutrition and technology. 

It is generally stated that the society in underdeveloped

countries is of a dual nature, since two different societies coexist. 

One of them, traditional, agrarian, archaic and patriarchal, resistant 

to projgress and representing a heavy burden to the modern sector of the
 

society. This latter sector, in contrast, is assumed to be progressive,
 

industrialized, dynamnic, and mostly urban.(l)
 

This definition leads to the conclusion that progress will
 

take place only if the modern sector expands and levels of consumption 

are raised. Presumably, this would be achieved by high levels of investment 

and through the elimination of feudal society, thus incorporating the 

whole population into modern society. 

History, however, shows a very different phaenomenon: invasion 

of traditional groups and areas by products of modern society has determined 

the gradual extintion of traditional modes of production, and thus 

elimiinated tho bases of an economy of' subsistence of an important part 

(1) Stavenhaien, R. "Siote tesis erroneas sobre America Latina". 

' 
:* ' ,'.?99 ,!,:;9 , , , ji - . . , .:' -, , ' . i., -;:. q '' : :" . . : 
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13'h~ouatoYonly-~ on tpfo-ir otepoeaiai 

of rural areas, the exodus to urban zones and the stagnation of popular 

at'roductive capitals are not likely to have permanent developing 

,flect: tlose Latin Azrirican regorns which in other times were rich, because 

rubber, cotton, nitrate, oil, silver, gold, sugar or tabacco explotationsof 


ara nowadays poor and underdeveloped.(1)
 

The concept of development bas been used to refer to the benefits
 

wirlch would result from these chanaes: economic prosperity, more production 

and consumption, better housing and health services, wider educational 

o!portun:ities, nore job mobility.(2) 

Those ideals have synthesized poor nations' aspirations for 

decaies. Recently, however, they have been submitted to criticism due 

un thm failuro of proponsed stra tegies. "Developmentalism" is now used 

.sa ,Ifepnrciatory term to refer to those aspirations of modernization. (3) 

Implicit in the conception of development as a modernization 

Process .e rind the idea that it is possible to desig a statistical chart 

in which the nations of the world would be ranged from the poorest to 

tho richest.° To ascend this ladder would only be a matter of time, 

effort, and good adiniutration. It could be said, in this optic, that 

tho 	,resent situaltion of poor nations is similar to the past history of 

n: t:inlizod countries. Nevertheless, a it of historical perspective 

(1) 	 tzaleano, Tduardo, "Lis venas abiertas de Aricrica Latina". 

(2) 	ouiot, Dens, "The cruel choice. The new concept in the theory of
 
developrent .
 

(3 ut]rres, Listave, "Teo].og.Ja de la iberacion'. 

http:Teo].og.Ja
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11ilovs 'one- to eirceive that underdevelopnent isneither original nor. 

traditional, and that the past or prdsent of underdeveloped countries 

has, no sirrlarities in common with the history of rich nations.(l) 

A more realistic interpretation has to recognize that both 

poles, development and underdevelopment, are part of the same historical 

nrocqss. In Latin America, the modern urbanization has been possible 

at the expense of the marginal and traditional sector. The flow of goods 

and products, raw materials, food and manpower from disadvantaged to more 

developed areat; has provided the conditions for the concentration of the 

wealth and the economic stagnation of poorer regions.
 

The same approach is valid on a world-wide scale, for relations 

linking developed and underdeveloped countries. 

"Developentalism" has become a synonym for reformism and 

maodtrnization: inefficient processes, unable to produce real transformations 

in the rules of' the game. Economic dependency is a fact, and underdevelopment 

is a byproduct of others' development. 

Liberation theory(2) is proposed beacause of. the corrosion of 

efforts and interpretations of development as a significant social change
 

p)ocos-o. It is based on a structural analysis of society and on the 

recognition of a dependent economy in underdeveloped countries. 

This conception defines the implicit conflict of the process. 

Social change has to attack the roots of undordevelopmen t; one of them 

is social, economic, political and cultural dependency of one nation 

(1) Gunds Frank, Andre. "The development of the underdevelopment". 

(2) Gutierrez, on. cit. 
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u2: o1:e:::';. an expro.isOn of the domination of One social class over another. 

2.2. IDn;ndernV and 10louco8y)iv of opr,.ssion 

1 fact te th7e oppressed majority of a country accepts
 

to rouo! v., through a cormpI)l.ex network of con Lracts and transactions, a
 

s ma!l i- Lion of the national product is not a sign of a fair distribution. 

(in countr7's na;ional product, in a given year, is represented 

lI a .a amount money. Any, increase of' retributi, n to the human'ivn of 

ca pe,,el implies a decrease of caoital revpnues. No elasticitv is possible.(1) 

Le t us suroe.. for a moment a that those not linked to the 

,.rr t. or Whe .,rv- e of Lh"v c ni tal can act frer.y: no force would be 

rM to '..e tbim accrt. he actual disiribiLion of the natinual income 

Kicnvo this acceptanre( is a t'act, the only po.oible explanation is qiven 

.7 :hrXK] ir.njustice .e, ly ina t.ecd in our conscieonce. This is the "cultur.-

Cr. SU ..:! uo". 

One of the chai'acteristics of the formal systms of schoolinf. 

i; to convince non achiev,'s of their lack of capacity and of merits to 

haev acc.to ..a to adequate leve.s of incomes and comsunpLion. 

Cn the arch.r hand, :,,ccess of those few who manag.e to comnlete school 

ja usqnliy attributed Lo the quality of ,hir teachers and not to their 

n.r e f'r'. In a ddition, "u tiyc cells to c ors1i tier them a. e tlter or 

../ 2,

... .. I op. ci.t. 

Q) 1 0i, Ivan "[.'. ,"Mchool]insocie y". 

http:cormpI)l.ex
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Ono condition set by modern society is that one type of work 

i, in i. t lse',Jcssvaluable tihan rnnuther' on, Accord:ing to Mi; 

ocept aprinciple,- Wao nar'yinf out a crtai t,'yn of work have to 

given ]. vo] of .rcmc-,of co-,: sumtLion and uf social, con.3iderationo In 

Wok' , hayvla, o o cal " . L, c,25 than:, oth.r's (ho'inq U2o her type 

of work, p.rhaps l.ess necessary to We coonunibty. Thus, a class ;ociCy 

is consec raied :iu Lh, mind of peop].u, as something necessary and morally 

correct. (1) 

This con":icti.on is one of the worst violonces agai.nst the 

to make them accept salary contractsworkers' majori:t . is :imnosed 

and Lran':,'on:s of. ;rai type, Tesulbing in conditions of inferiority 

aild .:i advan.ta e. 

As a r,,.radoxe, un:iversal schooling as tho one possible 

;d(11ie tin:nI] al t,o t, or'der" to a and developed nation,n t,.i. in build modern 

is 5,enhbneed by s.c ieies with low schooling. 

Lia c :i. philosophy describes and denounces dependency., 

er;.., La Lion and .0 LylOnce of sorn-c:l sectors facing these do terminin!. 

c"cs. We find i.n these thaovhts an autic".;ation and an announcme.'n 

if donination ani dependency ar- charac:er,: 5Lic of ou'r society, eattbishad 

arid i'c roLuailed l..:i uso of man's colectivc will, i t is also a reve riblro 

ccuibion, s,1:u:;iceptlo. Jof W1 ig radicailly transormcd.by tis coJllec Live 

,,, 12.. (.') 

(1) i r'anda, or. CIL. 

(2) rGou]r:t, op. cit. 

http:advan.ta
http:con":icti.on
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ThO frame of reference adopted by the tea to formulate this 
Cdu t,1ona l model implies a conception of the process in which education 

a~i rouarch are including one another. The ever present point of 

r( fi'.,u nce is the ciaij.y life of the family and community. otivation 

and leairn:ing instruments are designed to reproduce daily life experiences 

rd ernable the groups to share these experiences in a reflective and 

criti cal maniner. 

it is supposed that persons perceive their own reality, but 
thay have few opI.Yrtunities to reflect upon it and become aware of 

it. They accept and carry their problems without inquiring about their 
reason.s and sharingwithout this personal experience with other members 

of the family or the community. They live their lives without an 

opncoLtuni Ly of expressing their difficulties, without put ting their problevis 

into a light, making a search for alternative possible solutions. 

Gcnrally spenking. popular and rural culture is characterized by apathy 

a.(i faa-alisi, a product of a lack of self confidence; they wait for a 
ch-are o :' their way of life produced by external agents. Te context 

of an urban society, modern and developed, reinforces this conception: 

farmers and peasants p.erceive themselves far from the model of a "man 

The process of research - coniientizal ion - education starts 

a gvou.p faces the analysi- of daily life, it's problems, causes ar 
consecquences, and fa, .iilyin'era:ctions inside the community ard the society. 

Thn ±,:I..ty of paroducLive !abour is discussed, the work of women at home, 
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tof th• ami' ... healthL problems, hygne, nutrition, 

prodUctLon and consumption. Iz is a real research process in which reality 

to a change of attitudes and behaviours.
is revea.ed, a process leading 

Instrume3nts desirned during the experience 	 are a tool used 

a society and of 
to facilitate awareness of the sense of their life in 

the role individuals and their social group can play in the 
determination
 

of their own destiny. 

In fact, the above mentioned hypothesis is composed of three 

discussed
elements of prime importance in non-formal education; which will be 

in the following paragraphs. 

a) Motivation and ,roup organization 

One of the main problems faced by prograwnles based upon the 

volunteers is that of the motivation to be 	 given towork of community 

the groups to carry out an educational action. 

think that the designed instruments stimulate the imaginationWe 

and prepare the groups to develop their own activities. These instruments 

have an entertainment component (especially within the monotonous routines 

to aof life in poor rural communities) and enable the people play protagonic 

role in the activities proposed by themselves. 

b) Research and diagnosis 

Since the instruments are designed to represent the real life 

of the f amilies, they usually stimulate an interaction full of information 

Little inaccuracies of.' t.her1oncerninri the conditions of tiheir lives. 


events of the real life -related to
instruments are inmediatly detected; 


si tuations reoresonted in the instruments are spontaneously reported,
 

http:revea.ed
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2.oi-[,..ca. t.on of sorw,;orn n1Lhe g'op livlfng an experience riiiailar to 

shown :i.n the instrument,, is frequent.. A simple record o-'%incidens 

-.ili.z.Licn of the ins truinents may provide a very comhlte overview 

of the ]I fe of a coriunity. 

") Awareness 

Activities enable a more objective perspective .of reality, 

de,,ri'ving it of a good part of its emotional charige. At the savie time 

they present a situation where many events of family life (the death of 

a !:erso,, jail, the birth of a child, a fire), occur in one or two hours. 

A similar situabion is produced with regards to the agricultural cycle 

and, :in 1eneral,events happening long periods of time. Weall over 

have here an opportunity of discussing with the groups the significance 

of many events normally present in people's perception, but rarely 

.o..,,..iLituu.n a matter of' active conscience. 

% / 



'3. I',{OJ)OU)Gl'ALT OPT IONS 

3.1. Aout the rol, of inf rln, 

TOSLIP A '.. proje- .,r,'oposed, as one of its aims, a 

curront theories and practices concerning hec].a ification of' some 

,ion progrannes.roe.c of information :in .on-tCrral educa 

9om K th,;se r'ro'ru s ins rired in a humanistic, dialogic 

provided byand paricil,-ogy philosophy, consider that information 

mnitors or insructoro, renroduces the relationship of domination 

charactoristic of foinai. education pro.rammes, in which instruction is 

tho main ( ducatLon" ).NO Q:&007 


This OriA:-nriLion e ff'ct serms to be an accidental result in 

a t.,,css where LM! nciua:lor intends to Moep a respectf'Hll attitude 

,ow:rds cturl: val es...olfc the groups. inis situation my occur even 

when m,.iJ.tors b,.on. to the sae community, and when they transmit 

in " administrative executive teams of theation cridnnted in or 

e.:ie"c (the dt ; Lance between moniLor-s is also likely to increase 

with the training they have to receive). 

5..h. in accidental effect may be a product of a popular 

Fee..inR of irmOnaanic, rarha es associated with school "xne'iences: 

an ec i,, the knows"ki(:M. cde as ,' o f revious luarrnig and only one "who 

ma:-.. L. noor ry.n oFten Llama them..lves for ha ving droppned out 

'Pha c who ha v2. O n knowla!I g have the poawe r; !Paople 's worth 

i.:" .jud-ed on the basis of nhamount of" information they pososs. 
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This submission and overvaluation of external information, 

ry very well block the group's effort to seek their owm solutions, 

suiable to their own reality. The possibility of a critical conscience 

£cthe cl~ass strucim- is reduced. Dependency and domination are 

perpetuated with the "haive" complicity of those pretending "to teach" 

wh:.t, they consider to be useful to popular groups. 

From another point of view, it is clear that there exists 

i-n accumulation of lidowledge, generally not, available to popular groups. 

This knowledge has to he offered to them. 

Reed oppressed groups to reinvent the wheel? To what degree 
zw..ed educaCionalagents to be "sterilized"? Wat should happen with 

mi.themaItics, reading, writing, lenguage? Is it possible to conceive 

s..pontaneous educationel processes, ,,inoAsolated from world? 

1uC ]tlion L a permanent dialogue between educators and 

r,,otie until equivalent roles and relationships are established: this 

i. the essence of a conception, different from the traditional "banking 

education". ParticipaLion is not enough. Participation may he enhanced 

by -. educator promotingr group activ:,ties, even if he/she stays out of 

the- grroup. But here is no dialogue: only a participation in discussions,
 

r...erch, Obviously, dialogue is neither produced when the educator
 

JU{U:fl5 not to know that he k ows or when he assumes to be part of the group.
 

111o'r.nration is not; only coi:inii from Giho exterior : it may 

tie ,'r'ese% insid,! the group in an implicit mariner. Thils is the case of 

, ir'eu] ad]heLdrlto dive'se or oposed va.u.s o' attit.des or w,1hen 
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nanrad icLo y opinions are 1:i.,en about sIB .je"ts relate d with th Li ti , btic 

u A. veso of the r'oups. it :is Lhb Lhe manduar' s co]l to orqnizoi.,.! thi.i C 

0 i'mion to In 'processed ILy Ihe crcop in it s own ,uoiit. 

Tonio.tio)n., speAi.ic or'i ce I a ions, precise oioj 0 ives 

of the educator are hune implicated. A concepbual framework is necessary. 

If t: Amh of the educator is the "liberation ol' oppr-cssed 

groupns", he has t~o conceiv, this libe.ration within tho cont:ext of the 

,0l..n worl.d. It , LechnoloU,ical and ehani.nr world, but contradicLor y 

and oixsrE. singW. lin s worlcd, rioth:].e popular qroupsIi is obtAnodied until 

." no t .. toCeu '.n r:te 'prosso s''' worl d, to use its languae 

and :ools, to JA:.:narnLtO and auI., t tech'nolorgy their erets.to cW3 in.. 

on tort n l- orF tho ul,:A .ru-faml. y project :is to study 

an adu,-'nuional roc:Cs, i n ,.aich :LniorrniL:on providedI to roups has a 

re.lc :eant rol.,. The conlext of he dislogue and Mhe re.stlct for popular
 

culturo do not mean arvun, stioned accopLance of their folklore, myths
 

The :'alionalmnalys:u or 

!r'c'".i am to people's magic and mytiic conceptions. 

nd , ,,pends.. ri,Lioa ah:,ilies and the 

Sri have to be oppos.d 

Iis to the ransori why an expcrimentatian wi Lh "informed'' 

and "non-:in.a rned" Irumaps has been di'm;rnissod. A mothodology of 

:W C,lnaln si Lul''" has been chosen, and nMMn&tan n., all ].ori th 

http:ehani.nr
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3 .?. .e,sn of the tvai.ning program for qonitors 

We have said that the monitors play a role of intermediaries. 

Their task is to present the stijuli designed by the CIDE team to their 

in the uommunity and to bring back to this team the groups1 reactions. 

The quality of this relationship should be improved by stressing the 

dialoue, not the action-reac Lion mechanism. Groups' reactions should 

I:c opinions, suggestions and options conditioning future activities of 

the froups. The sequence of these activities, initially d-termined by 

the CT"E' team, should be do terminod later by the monitors. 

Most of t;he educational programmes inspired by Freire's 

ideas conceive monitor trai!ning as a "problematization" period. The 

risk of this option is a deficient preparation to handle unforseen 

s:itiuati:ons 

Our tra'iing methodology emphasizes the preparation of 

mord tors in the use o' inistruments, but all of us know that uhe process 

u(f critiiJsm and analysis will take place only when the educational 

dialoue arises. At that moment, everyone will be involved. This implies 

that Uh ,:]E?, team ha- to be aware of each circumstance of garowing in 

,h I the popular education.uders tanding of' 

O-bviously, th:i.s methodological option is a matter of emphasis. 

fet, no learnin, in, conceived without a critical attitude and, on 

ho other' hand. no ].ea,'nirng is possib].e in an exclusively dialogical way, 

,it'u t t rai nirr! in the u of so,e i nstr, entn 
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3.3'. lag~oi c survey and investigation of reality 

Activities proposted to he groups involve a critical analysis 

of the rea: iL,, off involved families and communities. Information required 

by the groups is or irinated in their own daily life experience. Working 

units prepared by the C131 team are a stimulus which facilitates sharing 

of this experience. On the other hand, the elaboration of these working 

units (simulaLion games, group research projects, role playing) are based 

uj.uh r.evi ous information about the community, in order to present 

sit.uations which allow the group to establish relationships with their 

M.n experience. 

This survey does not necessarily have to be exhaustive. 

The Z)roject does not pretend to propose specific changes, rather it is 

conceived as an instance where communities analyze their social and natural 

-1i,lieu, try to understand it and, eventually, propose those changes 

Wu.ic.h appear as necessary, given their situation and needs. 

In this perspectAve, diagnosis and investigation of this 

reality are an integral part of the educational process of each group, 

and Lhey ar present all along the experience. 

Previous research is limited to those elements necessary
 

for Lhe adaptation of working instruments. We have disregarded a diagnosis 

*a; an before am. after measurerient. Such a research is costly and of 

doubtful rrsuJI.. and use f'ulness to L1e ruititus. Our .)rnroranmei:o is 

-)J,?-, d -0at a chanre of attitudes and values which can or cannot result 

In behavioural change1. Whher Li.s occurs or not will depend upon 

many aspec ts whi c arc beyond the control fo the project, such as 

con tcx: tual cons traints. 
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3 	 .U.Forrntire el tion 

rhe w,,-lr of the groups is the central point-of all theoreLicaI 

;md r'thodoC. ial rcLs of he nrojecL. It is there that one can 

oi z:.rv.c Lhc effectiveness of the ma terti.als, whether they stimulate dialo;ue 

and cr1iLical ana.lysis of daily life problems. Monitors test the quality 

oI. the.r training, in the use of materialsin tie observations of the 

work of the groups and in transmit ting it to the CIP team. Here the 

models of analyis of this team are tested; we may see if they allow us 

to evaluate base groups dynamics and to gear their interests to relevant 

l)roble, r. 

After an innitial brief period, in which all groups received 

the snrie uti.mu-i, it was forseen that the activities of the groups would 

i ffer f'rom each other, according to their needs and interests. 

The work of the groups comprises three different instances" 

cowun.it- -roup meetLinirs. the work done by persons or groups between two 

,e1 i, (":1 n termee tina" work), and control and follow-up activities. 

n ) (WOupl mC.e Ideg.s 

(Ironps neet once a week for a two or three-hour period, 

,,i.nl the monitors, to work with one specific material. They presumably 

:,Let in the evening. 

ee'Te ri-Iterial was estimated in eight to ten instruments 

f'cr a month or a month and a hafC A control instrument should be 

utlJized to record attendance and kinship. 

http:cowun.it
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b) Activities be,ween meetings 

!c'(Ilucation is a dialogue his torically and geographicallydelined 

foV r)rticular rural commurnits. These communities and their reality 

hoidI,(- Lhe the the subsistance,be sqbiject of work inside programme: 

an'icultur'al production, relationships inside the communities. This 

should be the starting point and motivate families to participate for 

a certain neriod of' time. 

Very often people are not aware about their srrounding reality, 

aind decisions are taken because of tradition. Many constraints are 

becaus "such is life"; apathy is too often a product of fatalism.accerted 

In order to bring daily events into consciousness, one often 

needs to Le able to take distance, to view then in an objective perspective, 

to Lest one's own pprception in the light of group discussions. Only a 

ev'i tical, analysis enables people to think about what they can do and 

to seek .for alterna ive solu tions. 

This analysis requires data. Should everybody do what I do? 

How do others live? How many in this community think like me? Should 

i, neighbour accept a change proposed by me? Many of these questions 

w11.l uhobably not be answered during the meeting. We thus propose to 

the meri.hers of the groups to carry out their own activities between two 

meetings. These activities are obviously conditioned by group abilities. 

The WTDteam should be pipared to provide suitable tools, 

SP req5.uested. 

C) Contrlo]. and f'ollow-Up activities 

A control activity was defined as those instances where 

the ONI.1F team obtained informaLion concerning "what, how and where did 
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It har pen?,, Cont.rl antivjities are previous to Lh follow-lip, and are
 

c<nceive a.; an assistaice Lo monitors and aroups durin, the field
 

O',o of the coziir1o act,.,vitjies, composition of te groups 
in each re.etirig. and attendance to meetings, was perfo-ed with the aid 

f' an a tmndancc; sheet. It was thus possible to establ.ish kinship amongst 

,uuri nembers, as wel.l as who was living in the sar-ile home. Sheets were 

coripiled for further analysis. 

Soe of the meetings of community groups were recorded on 

C ]se4 prov:id:ing f'irst hand information about group dynamics and 

Qvenri 

Tare record:ings of our own meetings and conversations with 

r orji tors were used by us in order to provide the necessary feed-back. 

Follow-up should be basically provided by ourconversation 

with the nonioLors, previous to each group eeting. This conversation 

. be at planning for the meeting.;hou,I aimed tuie of activities next 

Ac-ti.,ve iamiicipa Lion of' the moniLors in this planning was a grow.ing 

'igcjs lfci'e. the use of new materials and suitable adaptations should 

1, nfli'duce:1 

* C l;.,.l leoji and splection of inn truments 

Th objectives to be obtained through the use of the 

iIrume,,nts are three fold: moLivation and orfaniza Lon at grouns, 
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0i00veg.ti qation and diaZnosin oA the natural and social miieu of the 

c ';mni tias: vacilitate the groups' awareness about the sense of their 

life o:pcr-i :es. (1) 

Th.ose criteria oriented the elaboration and sel.ection of 

devoted to the
instruivents. In this elaboration particular care was 

adaita:;tion of the language and codes to the reading capacity of the 

rople. 

The CIDE team had no previous idea about the preference 

of"one or other type of instrument. On the other hand, the team had 

a critical attitude towards non-formal programes which use only one 

type,. of instrunent. In Lhese cases, experimentation of one medium 

(WI3v , slides, posters, leaflets, or even -the height of sophistication

(-():t~tu<s) nay very well lead to a clistArtion of the ultimate goal 

olF Lhe ciunation process. 

o'ao. with this dilema, the CIDE team explored two 

The first one was a decision of exploringmTthodoloaical alternatives. 

a wide range of' instruments, amusing and stimulating, without a rigid 

and to sequence of adn~nistration. The one intention was motivation 

allow the analysis of eroblems proposed by the group. 

It s'uned that instruments used at the beginning should 

Via] with daily problems of prime importance: work, marriage, child rearing, 

home administration. This approach could also reveal which of the many 

torcs o.t'e bust suited to generate the kind of group interaction most 

(1) See chapter three, number two,, 

http:0i00veg.ti
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r:u td to the groun's inLe.restes and to the aims theof program.
 

In-I a egs, instruments could be centered on more
 

s)ucjicc topics, 
 -1s 1-l as on area,,- which int,;rest the CIDE team: 

choo.. rI Jationa t: amily roles, 

Th. use of a wide range of instruments should be useful 

~ri.~n viJ izng tle [roups with their utilization and structure. 
', roups may also have an opportunity of choosing one type of instruent 

or Iho. 'n2aboration of one thematic unit during the last monh of the 

exorrienc.
 

The list of instruments included simulation gamies,
 

dra , t Izitons, research projects and slides. 
 During the experience
 

0esters and recorded radio dramas were added.
 

The second methodological alternative a
was flexible and
 

nJ vepriefid planning of activities.
 

The asistance provided to each 
 group, and the follow-up
 

of tiIr activities 
shou.d enable, in a short time, different dynamics 
d ':wor'krhythms3 in each 1rroup. This should result in different 

. o.c~sr~' ct' vities, instrm,!nts and topic. 

......th ,Jr'st uroun moi,~tnos were planned by the CIDE 

V,:t. oiwever, as soon as the gr6ups manifested divere interests 

mntivafions and abilities each of thm. deLerriiined its own course of 

As w wi..J.:e later, this differenciation begun in the 

:.:.",(, nIdoiA rig, of'lba~e groupsi.t,, 

yach ins trumenit is describ'ed ir the chapter devoted to 
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3.6. On the role or local agencies of development 

Fron 	 t-he bel.,inninc.. of the experience, the C]DE team saw 

selecting, good "gate" of access to rural communities.the 	necessity oi.' 

The d,! wa5 to rind a local institution working in the human, social 

aIrd economic development of a zone of the country. 

'he reason was that, given the actual situation of the 

country, the access to base communities is impossible without interm'ediary 

or6tani7ations. It is necessary to put away suspicions of political 

a3ctivism or represive actions against the people. 

The CIDE- team explored the possibilities of colaboration 

of three institutions devoted to rural development: the ,Fundacion 

Rrad-lo ]scuelas para el Desarrollo Rural. (FREDER)", in the province of 

Osorno" the University of the North at Coquimbo; and the "Centro Regional 

da Asistencia Tp'cnica y IFmpresarial (CRAT!2)", a foundation of the bishopric 

of Talva. This last one was selected because of institutional affinities 

and accesibility. 

The inritial idea of using a local agency as a "passport" 

to obtain access to rural communities was modified during the programme. 

sPii,a connected with the solved problem of the relationshipsis matter non 

betAween education and social change. 

In a iformar chapter we quoted Hersey and Blanchard (1972) 

to show that our educational programme was aimed at modifying attitudes 

or social behaviours forantd know.edrge. The change of individual 

life a external conditionsimJ.irroving the quality of wias question related to 

Ir11us, the lca.Ital.ization" of the effects of the programmewe may be 
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ai.,rcinbed only hy analyzing those external constraints and stimuli 

r'ovided by agfnoies specialized in speci.fic areas like health or 

technJi caJ. as: i.nt[ance. 

it is hon clear that our contact with local agencies is 

not yet a logist ic necess3ity but a complementary element for improving 

pco].p 's quality of ].ife. (1) 

The importance of this relationship between the progr-amme 

atd a local agency was shom in the pilot phase of the programme. 

Once Lho. experience ended, the communities proposed to CRATIE a project 

of' home orchards. This project -is being carried out presently. 

(] 'ho , tea. econorij. mode], in Chile lerives th 1ro'ductiorn to private 

17i'iti ye anr1 d Lleoutage cli ,onirali zcd, national o' public apencies 
o; op 



11. GENETUL DE3IG'T 

J4 .1. Profr!rrming, (General for:riulation. Flowchart 

The proces of formiulating the theoretical and methodological 

views which were analyzed in the former chapters, consisted in meetings 

and preparation of written documents which reflected each instance of the 

shared opinions.teamwqork. In this process, the members of the CIDE team 

Sixty papers, with more than 250 pages were written; the 

following list illustrates the main topics covered. 

Subject 	 No. of papers 

i. State of the Art and Bibliographical search 	 4
 

2. Meetings reports 	 9 

3. Pro;:,rarqrqing 	 Ii 

14.Theoretical approachs 	 ii
 

5. 	 Diagnosis 6
 

8*
6. Field-work reports 

7. Methodological approaches 	 10 

This work allowed the design of two instrum.nts which guided 

the developrnent of the program: a flowchart and a large chart 	in which 

the formulation of the project was synthesized. Reduced transcription 

of both are included as annex 
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... Prifgn and adaptation of ins trurent-

DurPi, the .xperi-c,a largeo variety of mo ivatior and 

lea rnin g inurum.nts wa.,:1 designod and/or adapted. These instrume:nts may 

L catagoriizc:;d in the following groups: 

h.2.1. 	Games 

Simulation garqs are situations in which ludic stimuli, designed 

to i ros nt adult's life, are used to reproduce daily-life situations. 

in fact, the use of games with learning purposes, is a common 

... in and types of education.source all levels 

The Unive rsity of Massachusetts, in agreement with the Ministry 

1971 and 1976, a non-formalof Education of Ecuador carried out between 

education project, on a massive basis, in which the production of high

no :ivation, salf-adinistcrnA learning instruments was systematically 

explored. 

This exp.eriunce, and others less known, allowed a reelaboration 

of the framu of reference for the use of these instruments. This re-

e.al:,ra:i.orn deals wi-,h Fruire's philosophy which underlies his Liberation 

Wiugo;y. Previous uses of these games emphasized the training of 

i c skili.s in reading, wriing and mathema tics. In the present program 

Wahny are used to sti.nuaint. consciousness and the creative power of 

i svantaad people in ,il"ti.n to th,,in life in soc:ety. 

Tio fo 'o'i ... lama s were d, signed by the OIDU team to be used 

in fiel.d worn: 
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4..2.1.1. Thoe oii'.iinty
 

U is a board-p:ame in which each player is repr'es-mted
 

,y a count.ri . h,. dx:i. arc -olled, counters run over the board and
 

"r.d:i..,e v u incik:nts of the daily life in a rural coilnunityo 

Mahny of them involve money transfers in an amount deteriined by players 

according with usual aricultural practices. 

The :,ane may be played by five to fifteen people. Written 

parts of the board are easy to read. in fact, cne reader is enough in 

the group. 

"Situation cards" provide aditional incidents when one counter 

fall:, into the squares corresponding to "the school", "the land", "the 

fortune", "RATe (Con tro Regional de Asistencia Tecnica)". Incidents 

de:scribed in thesa card, are related to the meaning of these organizations 

in the life 	of the small farmers and their families. 

Durin!; the game, players are lead to mix fiction and reality. 

Thus, if a player falls in the "pharmacy", he has to seand some money; 

he indirated the m.cd cine he bought and the price, and discusses with 

other players the purchase. If a player faces into the square saying: 

"-u have wor'ked a week for the one having more money", every one has to 

count his money; the one having more money must pay to him the usual one

week salary 	 for agricultural workers. 

Incidents are multiple and varied. Monitors must conduct 

the group in order to avoid solutions which do not respond to "real life". 

The fact that. amounts of money are not indicated in the board gives an 

ooport inty 	to di:z'cuss a subject of great importance for rural communities. 

http:count.ri
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in addition a person not i.ving in these communities has no idea of the 

means of money to these grorps. This was apparent in the firot games 

te , in hLch amount.s of' roa::y wero :tnd:icatod. 

.In th flu'ld axp,,ri-nce this game was of a great value in 

tu mo tJ vatLion of people. Players commentod frequently on its utility 

for the groups. 

b.2.1.2. Country-side and city 

This is another board game, similar to the former in its 

mechanics. The board has the form of an eight, in which a smaller circle 

represents the country-side and a bigger one, the life in an urban depressed 

s.ite. Rach circle has an interior and an exterior circuit. Dice determine 

tho innitial amount of money of each player. All of them live in the 

courtry-siie; those having more money, live in the interior circuit, 

usua.ly migrate to the city. Situation cards "the fortune" and "moving 

to hn city" may change the fortuno of the players, allowing a change 

& i -v.,ult. Amounts V money arc not indicated. When players are moved 

to thu city, sone incidents conduct them to interact with thcse staying 

at the country -side: "you have to supprt some one in the city". 

Tn )-ur ex-xr.'.k.once, familiarity with the n:i.gratiot to the city 

wa.s Mcd. worlvholess, this [gar: was accepted less enthusiasticallytnu, 


;axn the former.,
 

)4.2 .i.3. Who is doir' ..hat? 

OR qr: co ist in a board, a roulette, and playing cards. 

Th'e board i.s divid :d into tan columnns roproe skT Lir~g dai..y.-ifa activities. 

noro F Li . :i.s aT]io di vided int o fou r :ks.N: Those ten activities 

ova. rIC.,,; n he ulet" e..).,
pwako i t. ro' 




The figuros of the members of the faiiily aie dr;.,n on playing 

the riother, boys and 
cards: the granfz',ther, the grandmother, the father, 

Cards are randcmly dis tributed. The wheel is spinned and 

In the column of
 an activity is indicated; for exaiplec, pig breeding. 

The player has
 
this activity, the first task is "buying a pregnant pig. 


one representing a member of the family
to choose, among its cards, this 

the player does not have a 
who can perform. this task. Lot us suppose 

cmrd of a "father" (the logical solution), and he chooses the "grand

and the player is inviteddiscusses solution,father" ; the group this 

to give arguments supporting his alternative. 

According to our experience, players reccur mostly to "father"
 

few "mother",and "mother" ; but there are only a cards with "father" and 

and the group is conducted to an interesting discussion on the role of 

family. The groups are heterogenueous:the different members of the 

both sexes are present.
adults, adolescents and children of 


This game provided an opportunity to discuss the case of 
sisters
 

was
forced to take care of their brothers. A generational problem also 

think people to be irresponsible and lazy ("they
unlightod: parents young 


the radio and talking with friends"); young
the day lis Lerning to 

to show their skills and
theiy given opportunitiespeople think are not 


sense of responsibility.
 

selected by the monitors to introduce the
This -ame was 

in a great part the experience.r'ogramle and we think it determined 

It is tx quote one repoirted monitors. A man,totercstirf, event by the 

adverse to the programme and to the
before playing,, e:'pressed opinions 
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f.!es,m~~.~,~di.Cficul t the beginning of the experience with a group. 

" irvi ,co to nla'y, ind after playing he was one of thu most, active 

I,,r' C tf 1 :r He attended almost, all meetings, accompanied by 

I;f: G; r>:',1 ers his inr ,: of fa .qly. 

'.2.2. Dramatizations 

Drama izations, by definition, are a simulation of real life 

ventLs, in "laboratory" conditions, and may provide excelent instrurients 

l'or the analys:is of individual and social behaviours. In some cases, 

the proposed excerc:-se consisted in the analysis of a problem, like in 

"The courlroomll. In other cases, the presentation of a case was follcwed 

by iprour.) discussion. 

The follow.:ing; dramatizations were proposed by the CIDE team: 

4.2.2.1. 	 The coui'troom 

The group acts as a courtroom for judging a problem affecting 

oneo or more of" the merbrs of the group. 

The i roup clects a judg-e who conducts the discussion. One 

cf' 	th1. r.iorers or thi -,reUp pers,oni.fies the proil.em to be discussed. 

a role: only of theH(,e h!as ras;v,:.e ho carnot defend h risul:f at tho end 

ciicltj,:ion iJ.s he invi ,.ed to express his fec.lings during- the e:cereise 

i~i.-oup i.:-; di',ided i-to two sectors, sigting face to face. (ne sector 

wil1lr,.-n tie xIega.tive aspects of the problem, the other must 1cfend 

t.:e rrl:, , vi[ivJn,rea:.;ons of .it.-exis tence. The roles of the two groups 

:mr:.'e iL, '..'.:h ":4 d dlrirlf, the (:xercisu. 

SJoricO(iori..or felt un:;u.ce in the conduction of this game, 

and J. ws day,.d. At 'he oi-d ol th, field oxpurlence the exercois 

uis ca.id out, in tw;o conmen ties ; a member of 'lhe CIDE team was judged 

http:un:;u.ce
http:proil.em
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its crile;1-, introction of the prograpim in thene comrmunities. The 

analys.i's of rcords of these two sessions are important elements in the 

evaluation of, the. progranmre, and it will be presented later. 

/ .2.2.z. htecorded radio-thoater 

This exercise consisted in recording a piece of radio-theater
 

were to 

to the selection of an actual problem, to distribute the roles, and to 

the play. One of the monitors should operate 

produced by the comm.nriities. Monitors asked conduce the groups 

determ-ine the sequence of 

the tape recorder., 

This technique was highly motivating. The groups produced 

simple argumentations.impressive realistic plays, with strong and 

As an exarm le we may quote a dialogue in which a rural family, 

living far from the c;ity, is faced with the sudden disease of a child, 

by night. All the problems of a poor family in the countryside appear: 

services, theirdifficulties of transportation, scarcity of the health 

high costs, inefficiency and bureaucracy. 

Other recorded plays were:
 

- "History of a samll farmer receiving land"
 

- 'Y]iitory of a farmer needing a credit"
 

"History of a couple" 

4.2.2.3. !Iole playing 

role fifteen'hNlo pwiribhes of the group play a 'or ten or minutes. 

The following subjects were proposed:The pl]y i: followed b~y discus3ion. 


young irl in'.oi ding to emigrate to the city, and her mother.
 

A young man !e(aving, his studies, and his father.
 

issue of "goIng out with boys" witih her father. 
- A gi[rl discussingE< the 
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A.rli corl.a:ininp b,,aause her. nothur leaves to her the hauviest fasks. 

- A .ife asking her husband to sell bhe land. 

,- A yuur man a in.g his father to buy a cassette recorder or a T.V. set. 

This uxercise was utilized in only one community; in a two

hours session, all those subjects were played. Comments were positive, 
e,ven though not enthusiastic. 

0j.2.2.h. "Trial to a wife" (from the series "Jury 13") 

According .. a policy of using all materials suitable to the 

purposes of the prorarre, we made use of this one, produced by 

The "triol to a wife" presents the problem of "machismo" in
 

the simulation of a trial to a m:'ther, 
 whose child has suffered an accident 

due to her supnoned negligoncy. The father was resting at home, and the 

wife was o:ut. Roles and responsibilities in the family are discussed. 

The case is presen ted in three 25 minutes recorded episodes: 

a presentation of the problem, pro and contra arguments and solutions. 

After discussing its use with monitors, it was decided that 

the first episode should provide motivation enough for discussion. In 

two comsnnities a complete session (two hours) was in thespent first 

oW.dcM, and second in other In thea one the two. this session first 

Qr.soe was repeated: the complete cassette was played. 

The series "Jury 13" has a large list of available titles. 

jiverthioless, no others subject was utilized in tho programme, in spite 

of tho guod accertance of tho series "Trial to a wife". 



of the 'rons4.2 3. Reearches 

.:euarch a jt:Lvitius3 of Lhe base groups theconsisted in 

cor:i.pi.ton or jnmvriatior' to Lo oharad i.n the next mieeting. These 

:t,ivit.ivs i .ht, bc carried out during the ;eek between two meetings. 

at the end of a the "task shuets" andmeeting,Monitors distributed, 

the
explaine the procedure. In the next meeting, uhey have to aid in 

,yterlaiZaion ct he information gathered, in order to be discussed 

by the group. 

to by the surveys,The O'TTE! beam intended examine, means of these 

The first was the image of the school in the rural 
,wo problemntic areas. 

fjamilies, gathering information on schooling levels of their members. 

Thoe second one was an analysis of the relationships inside the family; 

each member of the family
i t was intended to know to whom should recur 

in daily-life eventualities. 

In boh cases, the research was not carried out beacause of 

hand, the instruments were not sufficiently
the sane constraints. On one 

for an awceotahle l.evel of operation (simplicity and significance),m,,rforned 

other hand, these
and the monitors w r' reluctainL to use them. On the 

sub,:,j, ccs s ,md not to be of intearsc;t to he groups. The school is a 

and sensa are not discussed. Relationsnipsda ,um; its pre'ince, importance 

inside the fam!ly ai'n -perhaps- conceotualizaions of a reality people 

want, to mna a:in in private, particularly when the constitution of a 

not corre;nond to all social standards.family does 

A thi Acd designed by the CIDE team was applied in2.r,-rumcnt 

o e of the co! nnity with good results: "'ho is doing what?". 

Thi' is a complmnn of the game described in nr. )h.2.1.3. 
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in which Lho memb-rs of a W'e,,ily
It cona;.5Ls in a numur.' of task sheets 

in 2hI hours.* Ac Livibies rut be 
n,, theactivi.tins of otLhr ncnkler 

as La work, to rest, to sleepy*'rIrnIImuro Lun cabufprio uch.;anu Whn 

Lo "a t -u o to, t.r.,w u . , to -,o bo the 8110coo to cook) to talk 

' lth o th<r ', mb:.rs of th, fa,,i.y (particularly, with the children). 

d o bhec acti vities. Task sheetsAr n:'V,':-.n durat .in asgn 

boOys and girls, ard childrern wo:re
W %,- .faui.har,the rciur, adol 5Ce,.L 

of the grouo in which'Tias instrument was of the into rest 

was di scussd durng t:oo sess.ions .As a result, goodD'was a oi ,d it 

family were doOCted, and favourable opinionscon fron,iOns inside the 

i w.orewore 


h1.... S.-:lide sar .s 

ins truments belong to the "Parents and Chi..dren Programmo"' These 


Man,ama Padres a Hijos - I.P.11.) which is being carried out by CID3.
 

of context.
In our oase, these instruments were used out 

wmrn utilized, without Whe accompanying writtenOnly two RIK s" "-

Sun Or nori tors sub,j .c -.r"u o, 

No d t wore detected in tWo corumuni ties In the'til Cs 

LI.0 on , caruni ins ns and electricity, alterationswi thcnit ny WatCl without 


' ! ,o, ,,','d t.,h.. (":' '. i'Jt of two 'r ur3 "nd in their dyinarmic;

12 p unliW r.1!:aL,. id "w : " iIldCi V "I I. rc>Si tivu 

;!: >:'..';;cLL iM.d .1:c t.ini mural d:ai;loprr.mnt ofn.':. Live f.ctoi n Aol 


chon :" of ;or fWh'IM5 * Chi].ron 2ivrn t'rcm Wi, An in trociuc ion
 

,ide the ily arnn
sexual. ,u hion, 11n whic ru: lon:hps ,: ,wn .:! !£us o n ",..i]] ~ ] at.,t.( oru.it .-t iowas suo:]t{l'j:',itL'1LO2 "3!'."(:I, C'I , 


'
 
xnI 0ne t'Lu 11, ,' Cla sor2s cc wOu . 
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AA cassette rucorder was used when slides were sho,.in. 

a tendance to the meotinGs was detected when,iqnificanh incrne-so of the 

these:o ri es were an "l:jzo. 

h..5. Yorksc_ ,of An, y,_cuo 

This u':i ; .Pat unit designed by the C]TDE team. It was 

used in the final pi, of the proi:-rnme. Its aims were described in 

, , ' nw'na3. Ps foliuws: Tno group has known and worked with 

are other groups, like:iSt;rstinq in rl5Y1,."21 ts and natarials. There 

this one, ,edIn: similar raterial.s for their work. This group has to 

produn" a now muori!ii, similar to those usud in the prograliwie, to be 

usud by other groups. 

in ,,e, ring this objective, the group will spend three sessions: 

In the :irst one, the group will decide the instrument to be 

prcducad: a rau, a dramatization, ....a series of pictures, a recorded 

the subject and prepares a first generalsubject, etc. The gfroup decides 

in a first version by the CILEdw.szption. This rmaterial is designed 

uu:i aval lale ressources (draftsman, materials)...: : 

An Wh:. s-,cond ;cssion the grnrsp works over the material designed 

by the CTT'" team, makin, si ara,etions. 

in tOnrd ses icn the CIDE team will present a reelaborated 

ver~:ion c th,: WNa l rodunaCd hy the group. This naterial is tested 

and pre , in, d or f'inal apnrouval. 

m:ly a-v. f the jroups achievd this task. It made a series 

of I pic tr rr notA,t u iGo events of an "agricultural year" in a rural 

Ia mly. The :ewrlcu is acco:,nied by a racording presenting the pictures 

p 
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" 'dirKinisi:ng some of the doscvti.ed ovan.i.ts. Tho idea of this inst,'umcnt,s 

,ov. in the g'o.up .ti,-,.-f' :onJ. Lrs wou.d have,:- pWv.frad to produce a 

7.'n though pictu s ware drawn cy the draft:an of Lh, prograro 

hn rYroup c'itc zis-ed proposcd designs and described its ideas axplicitly 

in a w.A.ten .teport. 

http:ovan.i.ts
http:doscvti.ed


5. FIELD WORK
 

.i. )'election of the ccr~unities 

F'ield %ork w:as innitiated through several meetings of the CIflE 

teai wit(h s taff. This provided the groundwork for the integration 

Especially useful was the combination of theof a coharenit working am. E' 


CPATe group's thourgh knowledge of the situation in the rural area of
 

Talca, with the ideas of the CIDE team.
 

A high da-tree of acceptance of our program by C1TE staff was 

achieved during this period, where ideas developed by the, CID team were 

put into practice, and natrials were tried out with different groups 

in rural communities. The CRATE team grasped the general ideas of the 

program and complemented its instrumentation in an extremely useful way. 

One of the tasks carried out by the CRATE group was the selection 

of the cori:nunitios. This was done under the following constraints posed 

by the CIDE team: 

l.- The four connunities should be located close by to the city 

of 1'alca. It would thus be possible for the CIDE team to visit the groups 

pe'iodically, without difficulties, even in winter, in order to be able 

to follow up tha oxpjrience and provide the necessary feed-back. 

2.- If possible, each coru-iunity should be equally easy to reach. 

This, to ,nsure that the treatment received by each of them would not be 

affected differentially due to possibility of access. (Actually, in the
 

caie of co.mmiunity O012, this condition could not be met, and it was much 

more difficult to reach this -roup of monitors, since their living quarters
 

were located far away from each other). 



3.- In eaich con:-vunity three volunte3ers would he needed., in order 

to f("rm the team olf .,,onitors. Ideally this t_,am should be composed by one 

adol-3cent si r,Qe 's].e, one adult r.arried male and one woman (married or 

'ThE-se conditions were rene'ally met, and it was possible to reach 

en a,,,reerent with four comviunities, which voiced and showed great interest 

in the activities of the program. 

:iev,;rthe~a, thei team of monitors from one of the communities 

did not show up at tho training workshop (without prior notice). 

Unfortunately, at that time, it was very difficult to contact and choose 

a new coreunity. The Program started its work with threeof the four 

conrlninities. 

:..2. Tii ' 1' ain:in and Reinforcement Workshops 

The training of the members participating in the program cannot 

be co.'t~ived as a set of activities divorced from the other aspects and 

or:,,'a Lions of the prog-am. In otier words, the training was designed, from 

rhe very bedinn n as a process, a permanent and constant endeavour, which 

in .s-ome opcortunitiei occupied first priority amongst the various activities. 

A retrospetive view of the events shows with even more clarity 

than before, that the training process implicated all involved. The first 

contacts, tle approach, the training, all were of equivalent importance 

to all n'uuers tlonitors an] the central teari. This dialectial process 

was ossential to thu activities which w,.ere carried out later. 
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Three training workshops were considered in the developm,nt of 

of then took place at the beginning of the prog;rarm,the proj:.ct. Th Qrs 

.., of .ivo uo:it inuous under live-in corndiions.and its duration eays work, 

Tis w -op Nl.Wd Vor co..; o: act L:ween the different mrabors 

and .'r e rse w, rk centeuead on the activiieo whi.ch would ir gart of 

Wh- pi'onran in t;he futura. 

Tih second orkshop lasted onj day (deinforcer-nt) and took place...

.roups had at least thrae or four maotings in each of theiraft.r -An tad 

co,r:unities. At th.s uoint several Qiffi>rnces alppared in the development 

of each Iroup, these ecame even Pore pronounced as time went on. 

: was very important for the work of each group.
 

Actually, it provided an opportunity to share the different experi.ences
 

obtained and to propose lines of action for the remaining part of the
 

jntheless, bid :d,:ting 

program
 

The third meeting was called in order to prepare the closing of
 

the program in each of the communities. Its main objective was to discuss
 

the way in which the work could be rounded up, and for this reason it was
 

though to be converniant that the group analyze the developnent of the work
 

:n the coro',unities. The enthusiasm expressed by one of the team of monitors 

load t~j.s group to propose and carry out, with the community group, more 

activities than plonned at that time.
 

5.2.l. The first Training Workshop 

This workshop was attended by all the members of the CIDE team
 

and all monitors. The work was distributed along five complete days.
 

http:proj:.ct


.wasdivided up' :i.n to two or three blocks, durin, which the group
 

of :ilo:t hor was farmlian'izod with the functioning and oRjectivuis of each
 

of thu p:eviously ul.oi-ttad instrurments.
 

The aim of the first da of jia& MS to present the project and its
 

vcr. gencral asl-eets, avoiding to col4ine this activity with activitius
 

& .r,:p cn'nics, which are genra].ly used to "break the ice". The 

re:scn for ,his decision wre the need to present the essential aspects 

of the project and the .hor tine available to train all of the monitors 

in the use of 0! the instruments. A expected that, the affcliv .ntctIration 

would develco on its own as the week went on and the members participated 

in various :-,roup activities, especially since we were all livinj in the 

a a:l'centor 

After this first presentation a synthesis was offered about the general 

plan for the week. Sre questions were raised, and then, each of the members 

int'oduced him/herself. At the end, some basic information about each of 

the ma-wmlers was noted on the tlackboard: name, age, civil status, educational 

lv .., work. place of residence. 

The Airot activity introduced after this innitial presentation 

w:as the game "W,.rio The :ead and thendoes what?". renoral instructions were 

Kh, ionitor. were complte responsiLility to direct and carry outpiven 


the 7erie. 

Aih ;he 1.,*:sis of One 'o,:uTe;x.tsrias hard later on, this was one 

of ir~s Lrunents which the group liked most (such that is was the ono 

-:v :,n uy all of then to inri.Li ate the WHI.Miti . with. the groups in their 

http:genra].ly
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by the fact that none of thencomr,:unitixs). This was perhaps influenced 

had seen it before. The other instruments were tried out with some of he 

could also have 
r:r,.,: cn orvious occasions Novelty and primcy effectss 

ffuct:o:d W. s perception. In any case, the activity was liked, the levels
 

of discussion were very stimulatini, in spite of the extension of the work.
 

period of rest, a short activity was organized,
After a briof 

in order to allow for a closer contact amongst the members of the group. 

This was done after some members of the WIrE team expressed their opinion 

with reards to the need o.f sensitizing the group about personal
 

relationships.
 

The group was divided up into pairs, with the instruction that
 

each rI&.,.mur tell his/her partner: "The three things I like most and the 

tions, each n.mber 
tarce things I di.

l ike ro:t". After"he pairwiso conversa 

hacr : rtncr to the jrup, informing .Mout so a,asp.:nt 
it 'd AD'.o:: 


on this first 6ay was thut
Cu of th: diffi -lties .hich arose 


They had ;o home and raturn
at the center. ;o:'orn rn:h.rs could nut Wtay 

th, next dMy. in spite o1 this act, ;a:veral ,ecr.ational acsivities were 

carried out du rng he evening. This occured during almost all of the 

following days. 

Second Day 

The activitins st-rted ith the dovelopmant of the survey activity 

called ", dioas what?"
 

After the innihial explanations, th, monitors bogan the survey, 

,,rhi.2 in ;puirs. :ash morkLer ressearch ed the activities of a different 
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t ,i,fahrsia{ were i.nstriicted to find out what the 

.C&j.c;J.vi,;iecs Of thar ao].o rct sons were SOTS inv sti:}ft-d the fath...r ! 

Th,. io.oin,, ::e orc exa rpts of tho discussion which occurred 

z,fter th,- pore:oentation and summary of the results oif the survey: 

Awo).scent male : 	 7!ow come the adolescents rest that much? 

.ther 	 Do you work more than your father? Do you worry 
and make sure thai; everything goes right, or do 
you .-;o and have a cup of tea? 

,jdoi ,scent female: I could speak up for the girl, we don't rest... 

Adolescent riale: 	 I work as much as my father, but they say I'm lazy... 

F'a thor: 	 you work, tut you don't worry about w.ihat needs to 
be done. 

Adolescent male: 	 it depends on t. a kind of work, I worked in the 
carrots, there was ice, I cut my hands, I was freezing 
cold... 

Father: 	 the son will never do the same things as the father 

Adolescent female: if" the boy tudies (then) yes, he rests more... 

A di:scussion on 	 the applicability and usefulness of the activity 

'or the comrnunities follo-ed 

Father: 	 it's useful for me, one sometimes does things without
 
knowing what they 	are good fr... if one realized 
ones worth, one 	stops anCl thinks and finds out that
 
thins can be done differently... 

Adolescent male: 	 one values what each meml-er in the family does, 
the child, the father... 

we know how much 
we all exmpnd -ach day. 

Adole..sc-,,nL' female: will -what everybody does.. ' effort 

'ather': 	 it helps to stop and think, too often we see things 
too late... 

.dolescent male: 	 j. helps "o show. the reality as it is, and also 
thle values... 



Adolescent female: it helps to see, there are so many thinfgs one does 
and should not do... to distritute the working 
hours, rest... 

Adoliscent malew e :hole farily participates. The father likes 
to do things his owr way, he does not give the sons 
a chance to decide :ibout anything .. 

The results of this activity confirmed our hypothesis: it was an 

int,.resting and m-otivating game. Nevertheless, some difficulties arose 

d~u-i' the sur'eary of t :1inforrmation, which became quite complicated. 

'his lead one greup to seek a rather ingenious solution and another one 

to desist from its use in the comiunities because they feared the 

di ''ficulties of its application. 

The Zame "Pural Areas and City" was introduced the afternoon of 

that sane (Jay. This instrumant was known by some of the monitors, but this 

w-s not a uijor obst,;cle, since the game differs each time, due to the 

(difjfiOrent alternatives which arise. 

The following are some of the comments made with regards to this 

game 

One person many things happened here which occurr in reality, 
like the person who obtained credit to buy fertilizer 
and did not use it for fertilizer.., also, what 
happened to the people who left for the city. Here, 

.during thov agrarian reform one person left. We 
worked hard and did well.. He didn't do well in the 
city and he r.turned asking us to admit him... 
11o's still here with us... Well, people who leave 
are .he ones with :iore education, there are more 
aducational possiilitics in the city. 

hone...Ado!escent .f .ale: 	 the mncn who find no worl- s tay at 

Adolescent rr].o : 	 non -7o into niliftary service, the practice (for 
agrarian technicians) is not payed and takes nine 
months, if I had the opportunity t.o leave, I would 
leave. . 



......... ...... . ... ... . . . .... 	 ! ...
.. ... ... 

Adolescent female: The Prueba de Aptitud Acadmi.ca (university 

entrance exam) also is important. I am going to 
sit it again, to try and study, because there is 
no future in rural areas 

One person: 	 many believe that children should not go to sit 
it again, to tr and study, because there is no 
future in rural areas 

One person: 	 many believe that children should not go to school 

they don't learn anything useful there... 

Adolescent male: many professionals don't find a job here. 

Some of the more specific comments with, regalds to the game itself 

can be sunuiarized 	 as follows: 

1) The circle representing rural areas 
should also include one place where
 

bootleiged liquor is sold, otherwise one could assume that this occurs
 

only in the city, which is not the case;
 

2) 'TheV, are. too few cards, and thus they begln to repeat 
 themselves too 

soon;
 
3) 3. - ,.,.


3 .)s necessaryI to add situations which re!flect the 
 lives of adolescent 

"Iales and femlles and of adult women; 

t) to added, show the.nciints need ),e l..hi.ch situation of womiIen who are 

e,:jloyed as nraicls 	 in the city. 

This u.,;. allows .for massive participation, and is therefore 

useful .or ri3en~s .it several participants. 

T' Bsta~~t~o! tr~(:all took place in the evening. 
3ore ilide &.)Ths of'Cthe orogram ,,iatre, o lr(,, ,,,ijosl ,resntc.
 

.i..,.oas
etht l "dhe act:,vity and thop it to be very interesting. They 

reprsen b-an oinstance and aLtraction. In fac.t, theof strong motivation 

- ;ul, obi.ned in t he community groups confirrid this first impression. 

http:Acadmi.ca
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Third IDay 

faireo activities ;,-re .oar±-ied out during this day. Only two of 

Uicl wereu ud e later on. The description of each of them follows. 

?il first activity wIas the recording of a radio-theater. The 

group was divided up inLo two work teams, and each received precise 

instructions about the task to be performed. 

One of the groups developed the following plot:
 

Don Iiipolito receives a piece of land. His "ex-patro'n" comes and 

recurr to him if he needed any
congratulated him, telling him to 


help. Don Hip6lito obtains a loan from the bank to be able to work
 

on his land.
 

After a certain period of time he realizes he will not be able to
 

pay the loan and he turns to Don ZInrique, who suggests he should go
 

and inquire about help in some of those technical assistance centers.
 

On his way home, don iipolito meets a friend who invites him to forget
 

about his problems over a drink. The next day, after having recuperated
 

from his hang over, don hlipolito meets his ex-patron, who offers to 

buy the land and take care of don Hip 
6lito and his family "until
 

they die". 

The second group developed a different story: 

Don Lucho has a talk with his wife, dofia Marla; they are in debt, the 

goes Bank,children are thin and sick. Don Lucho to thq but they 

cannot renegotiate the loan because he does not have any financial 

he shouldbacking, and his debt is too large. A friend suggests 



::;o to CI!,UT',,. There he is told his case would have to be studied 

1:ecau.t. ho had, r uady j.iv his tchn-ical assistance cupons to 

aencoUvhr .rivta, o,.;ency. He goes home, with very low spirit, 

thinkinri he wi:iI have to s.ell his land "and this is the story of 

many small farriers today". 

The participation of the monitors during this exercise was quite 

active :md autonorous. Tney all either played a role directed, were in 

charge of tie recording, played the guitar, etc. The monitors expressed 

sat'sfaction during the evaluation, and expressed they never thought they 

would b:e able to produce a radio-theater. It was particularly noteworthy 

that one of the monitors, who almost never talked during the training 

workshop, represented a very important part in the radio-theater. 

MIonitors thought the activity was very interesting and enjoyful. 

it huln:d to show the characteristics of some people, such as for example, 

th- "p.i'rn"0 It was said that this activity could help to motivate 

0..S ,lZonlS in the groups, but the most attractive part was the preparation 

it:::u .f of the r.;cording. 

They ,ncpressed some doubts about whether the community groups 

would dare to innitiate a task like this, thinking it might be too difficult. 

One solution proposed, was that each giroup should listen to the r.cording 

::prod by the monitors, in order to see that this is a feasible task and 

t, mfl, ,iV;i!e discussion. After this, the group can then be asked to prepare 

a *-'d~u-1Aiia Wr aLout a different topic. It was also suggested that one 

I'arnily group c,.,uld take over the task during the week, and present it at 



In the end, tlis activity turned out to be one of the most 

attictive ones 'o. ihu comm-lunity groups. 

this dy was role playing:Anot.her activity c:'rried out duriniT 

.nesulf -.- other's idea roles"To nut. ! th: skin". The main was to exchange 

in tho family, so that each could see comrmon problems from a different 

point, of view.
 

Two sit.uations were developed: 

The son wants the father
A discussion between father,and son. 


to buy a TV set. The dialogue which developed between both men was
 

After this,
improvised. The conversation lasted about 8 to 10 minutes. 


the group was invited to discuss and comment upon the representation. 

The second situation: again father and son. The son wants to 

work with his father, but the father objects.drop out of school and to 

One of the fears which were expressed during the discussion of 

this activity, was the possibility of creating conflicts in the community 

if the issues represented touched some personal problems of the participants 

too closely. One of the monitors though it more convenient not to deal 

with existing problems, if no solutions could be offered. Finally, the 

group aigreed that they would attempt to choose situations which ocurred 

in the community, but which did not affect the participants too directly 

(;.s far as they knew). 

During this third day of work, it was noticeable that monitors 

were much nore active in their participation, and more self-assured. The 

CIDE team was also more relaxed, since we saw that the instruments we had 

r:Jropared were relatively easy to administer and helped to further the 

7)roup diiscussion. 
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We also noticed that soma monitors began to point out at several
 

occasions that tlho :prn. acc of a mother was n-c ssary, so that Hhe could 

offer her point uf view.about the topics discussed. Soma n:n ticned the 

ncld for O;,- ,co n ofomore fathrs, *'h,e so coi,-rnts ere quito 

oncoUraj:iAr, since No a.n uf tha intjru,,ents was to motivate the prosence 

and jMrtii:a'ipon of diffeent nembers of the family group. 

Fourth Day
 

Two .nstruamnts were introduced: "The Court of Justice" and the 

game "The community". 

After some deliberations amongst the CIDE team it was decided
 

to introduce the "Court of Justice" in a simpler version as described 

in the prepared instruction leaflet. This was in part determined by our
 

interst th t monitors voice their problms and discuss them, more than 

cxp:ri:'ient and try out a procedure. The activity was presented in the 

folj:in, narne.: 

.pdefinns a problem (of the group) and this is the "accused"; 

L) role:, assigned: accusation, defense, judge and secretary; 

c) the procedure is sirilar to a jury presentation. 

The foll o.inq were the possible problens mentioned:
 

- ths activities in the evcnings wore not sufficiently joyful and active, 

many: di.d not par-ticipate.: 

- soa oniora wae a lways lato, lacking a sense of responsibility; 

-- M;ir, did n: work cut too wall;ins.:r'un. O .

.-'ah 1, ,: oto expc,.:t of the Vrm .at, what is it supposed to achieve, 

•.,t isa the ::ni ] m of the a;a:uas and :irstru menn,:; 
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- the system which is being developed; 

- the problems of participation in the communities, since winter is a bad 

time to begin. 

The group finally chose to discuss and judge the program itself, 

which meant than many of the aforementioned problems would be discussed. 

The dramatization allowed for an active and critical discussion
 

of the project. The procedure itself helped to create a fiction which
 

facilitated the definition of the problem, but it can also lead to a certain
 

"ritualism", where norms and rules hamper the dynamics of the discussion.
 

The group showed its ability to define problems and look for solutions.
 

The experience represented an instance of evaluation. The participation
 

was good.
 

The following were the recommendations proposed by the monitors:
 

a) to let the accusation present the problems one by one and have the defense
 

respond to each of them;
 

b) the procedure should be simpler; organize two groups and have one person
 

coordinating the debate;
 

c) 	it is usevul to maintain a certain "dramatic" atmosphere, it contributes
 

to create roles which give a certain order to the group dynamic and
 

facilitates the expression of problens.• Three roles are proposed:
 

accusatinn, defense and judge (coordinator of the debate);
 

j) ths problem has to We posed in such a manxer that nobody feels attacked
 

personally;
 

e) 55ac tooic under accusation 5hould be a problem and not a person. For 

example, judge the wine, alcoholism, etc. but nob a father n;ho ccnes 

huii drunk, 



pW. l A to defin. t-. ?ro,,n, (iocusa it Ln 

-...... '... .. , was dovelcpad in h..e afternoon. The 

c.ustion . f.h..O. .wara I . .i....z faire" and thiss -aci,.itatid 

so2( Ki.2 c1..'un, the devi].opnent of tho2 :.lane,* evertheless,(2:;ord"z'-, dur-ing 

J ts a;plicc ,.,n was inta-sting and tho following recormendations were 

) .....in thin 8 to 10 puople should play at a time. If thore are more 

p.Q'*,n:m ts, t.o :rcups should be formed. 

2) -,u ,.'hou.d to 6 " erds and "buy" cards for those occasions whan 

Sraches tho "market squo. These would indicate the transaction 

maden .. , group wol.d D-ne the prices. 'or ce r some cards] 5ple 

could :.. "you u.] four .acks of potato, s", "one or twro pigsH, "fourty 

. " o of ,,,-,"*e .*, iac other ones could read as follows: "you buy 

"tools", "rccrius for a weuk", "a television set", "a horse" 

.LA Y following 

.o:l, Lc , :W.,;2,d: "you don' t have any land and work on a 'half and half 

Laes i , "you irnt scme land", "you ask for credit". one situations 

afi'"'in'' aidol ,';e:nt nales should be added. For example '"the young man 

........ .. a ;ac: oQ land from his father and doesn't help his father 

any or ", or "you looe all your crop", etc. 

3, ... theo "land" cards, it was . uggrested that the 

Fiful Day::
 

The act.iv.tias of the day cent4ei:dof th: planification of the
 

work Q: the coi;crunito-; . T.is was done separately for each coi:unity. 
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5.2.2. The Second Training Workshop
 

This one day workshop took place after each community had held
 

approximately four meetings.
 

The first part dealt with the description of the activities
 

developed in each community.
 

With regards to the first meeting with the groups the monitors
 

pointed out the following:
 

"For the first meeting one of us distributed
Community One.-

the invitations to 7 families, three came and
 

some children. We played the roulette of the family ("Who does
 

what"). There was discussion and dialogue. The mothers realized
 
they ignored any t!hings.
 

They also found that there were many tasks which could
 

be done by other members of the family, for example, put the 
children to bed. The absence of men in the meeting was noted,
 

and their comments and opinions were felt to be necessary. 
There are also some tasks which are "too complex" and which women 

ciannot perform, such as for example, fertilize the soil". 

Coruiunity Two.- "It was necessary to form two groups because 
too many people came. Luring the first meeting 

one man argued against the activity, but changed his opinion later 
on. The conclusion of this discussion was: 'We should not go 
against :omething bef'ore knowing what it's all about'. There 

was plenty of dialogue and afterwards ..je rearranged the cards. 

Thier is plenty of work for everybody and it is importan.t to ,ive 
rw-:}-onsibili Lies to the small children. 

The results obtained with the second group were quite 
different, Which shows that the mame can be repeated several 
times." 

CoirLnunity Thre.- "The first 'eetin-went very well, varied, 
__ _- ith a lot of dialogue. People were very 

cleir in analyzing the game. The arrangement of cards on the 
board wias not satisfactory, and people made changes. There we 
•ave freedom. The nost important conclusion the group made was 
that young people often are not given the opportunity to carry 
out certain ta.kq: 'many times the opportunity exists and the 
young fellow ignores it';I; we parents are sometimes very egoistic'; 
'the father is the one who assignes himself all the tasks'. 
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iPbr xu'nplo ' saling animais, that' 3 my husiness only, . It was 
also ,uer;that cUK ;mall feor examle,. pull.iLlran can do chor2's, 

With r:.rds to the other ,-anting w'hf.Uciu hold uith families, we.,;re 

i.n each cro;::.un..y, . .ol.o:ing.spcn, can te pointed out: 

(omriunity lUCuo. played T; Coqunuit y' there was more 
enthusias:m and par-ticipation, many more people 

c ;.U3ad ,ne of the prohlemst:ey didn't want to stop playing. 

which :,rg;* was tiat people trcnlded to end up in jail too 
of'ten. . ',c.*ion.earo orned during the game Ad it waJ 
disusse how important im Uas to halp paople a way out of bad 
habits oricorruption (especially alcoholism). When one associatas 
with soneone, ,one always does it with people who are hard working, 
striving and one never even thinks of people who have bad habits 
or arc in trouble. The group gave us a very important lesson. 
This hns helad to cha nge the mantality of some people, they saw
 
that i, is inportant to help others: 'The important thing is
 
to rel:ate the gane be real life and that has been achieved, it 
is incredile what can be achieved with the slides. We could
 
look for now topics".
 

Communiy MTree.- "Slides were pres,-nted during this meeting.

One p'rson comn.;nts thitt he took a friend 

who is v-ry good for these meetings, he is against evorytling, 
he contradicts everybody so that they voice their opinions. 
It ;ould be good to bring slides about alcoh:olisr, since this 
topic c(ne up again and again. With regards to the picture of 
the ma]nouri:shed child, they say this occurs because mothers 

do it any other way', there is a certain habit of doing 
tings, of kcepinE the house, the hygane, like something t 

Q;irinLUs s'uend part of this reinforcement workshop the CIE;E
 

i.:.rtntteam hu.ht it . to inc y,.ese the monitor's critical attituia 

with rno ;ct to the descriptions ,nd explanations they offered about
 

th.ir u .n rta.ty., At that UJ.na it uppearad to us that monitor had an 

:,, Le.nt role t:o May, as leader and conductor of the group 6owards all 

ada' ite "r'a..i:Ln," of th-ir reality. The instruments had been designed 

http:cro;::.un
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to 	 faci:litate )rol1 or.itization and questioning of daily events (and in 

;r-,i:, vl fulfilled expectations) but the monitors role neededthey those 

to Ue r.inorcd. 

Tm~ fol1.*'..n exercise was proposed in order to achieve this 

aim: the ,roup wa s . divided into two teans, each was asked to draw a 

collective pictuv2 in which the reality of a typical rural family was 

deic ted. 

After co.pletion of this task, group No.2 interprets the picture 

drai.n hy group o.l. Then, group No.i explains its o,.nversion of the 

work. 

The samie p:ocedure was used in the reverse sense with the image 

prepared by group Io.2. 

An exeipt of the discussion which took place illustrates this 

• C.,1-C jFe :
 

Drawing of Group Number 1. Opinions of Group Nlo.2
 

-	 one sees the authentic reality of life in 

rural areas; 

- each one is ,3hown in his/her activity; 

- various activities are depicted at the 

same time; 

Ooinions of Group No.1 

- the outhouse was put there on purpose, to 

show that it has to be far away from the 

house, jusb lik; the gar.age; 

- we drew a sa-vll shop, the sign says "soft 

drinks", but what they really sell is wine; 
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- the garbage is close to the house;
 

- there are no fruit trees close to the 

houses 'it's too much work to have trees';
 

- ono child is sitting, to show "laziness3 , 

the other one is in the shop, the women
 

are in the school and the husband is working.
 

Diawirj6 of Group 1o.2.- Opinions of Group No.1 

- one sees a mian who is worried, trying to 

get home; 

- the water well and the out house are close 

to the house; 

- the pig pen is close to the house; 

- the house has no treos around it. 

Explanations of Group No.2 

- the farmer looks towards his house, he's 

sad and doesn't feel like working; 

- the house is not well kept, he doesn't think 

that's good, but doesn't know what to do 

about it; 

- he £eels alore in front of all Wiese problems, 

he doesn't, share his problems with anyone; 

- rnany farmers don' t tell the biuth to the)ir 

:2 :tlios, they it 11 o t~hr!'seAle6kee all 

an ConI't o anything.-,tn tell thuir wife 
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'2he .:: rrilir i vcry: irJ' ii~uali: tic, its a 

habit, he has a hard tine getting together 

formed long ago, which is transnitted from 

generation to gcneration4 

- "My father sometimes tells us that his parents 

were very stric and hard, -dney camne to eat 

and then left for the mountains, it has 

aJways been like that, we inherit things"; 

anyting new that is proposed is rejected... 

This here (the project)... one person in 

the cornnunity said: "ah... t:oy do it because 

they are making good money, nobody would 

sacrifice him or herself like this for others".
 

Many thingplike this, and that's why they 

don' t go to meetings, they think they will 

be cheated, 'many things happened in
 

times and they are very much afraid'.
 

The exercise was followed by an extensive discussion, during 

which the emphasis was placed upon the explicative elements of this 

oppresive reality.
 

(second reinforcement session)5.2.3. The Third Training Workshop 

The aim of this second, one-day workshop was to repeat the 

exchange of experiences amongsb the different teams of monitors. 
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....J *.".d very !)05i Li ve .sE,,pr had "O.. during-it I.last, orkshop.
 

On the ,trhandc it w:i,- ncc.s, ry to start, Lhinking about
neo 

1
.;, to c.o.3..the c:Ivitis w. he ;'roups wi thout cr"e.-Ain' exp,ctations 

:1:clh c dC "1f' 2 ed ICd. lC a v too loosedu1 t'1, 5, d1". tbrout . l;iv' ends. 

It was LIhus a r'ed tof hold a JoCLe;oIn , mecting in each community, 

where, for the first til'ie, different ri,-rlbers of the CID3 team would be 

:r,- sent, The activity would center on the group's uvaluation of the 

p:'og ra.i, fol'owed by a mna! prepared with contributions made by the 

corimunity and by CIDE.1 team. 

On the o ther hand, it was agreed to request CRATE to lend the 

roeesny supoort for the devalol-ent of a mini-program for family orchards. 

Th'is as decided alf'ter convers.at ions amon.-st some monitors and the liason 

i;on of. , in ol'der to benefit those farlilies which had participated 

in the puograino A l,t er *.as prapared on tha, same occasion, presenting 

the ;:eti~onl to C!A.2. This was well received at the technical assisance 

[n2lly, rmonI.tor. , received instructions about how to elaborate 

:a eri:-lu unit ,i.th their group in t'e community, using the guidelines 

,iich were in,.iicated in tht, respective chapter (see h.2.5. "Group work"). 

:..'i. ;vna tion and Follow-up 

L L has cen :I ?,ntioned t1hat each of the meetings of the community 

,."s d ...........:,ya meeting bo tween CIDi eam and the 

,rr. f . vio,:J.Lors. !ru tial.ly the inten tion was Lo hold one general 

r-.,.q wi th !l thre:e groups This not possible,.. munitor present. was 

http:convers.at
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6ue to dilficulties of transport and time. Tius, each week, as long' as 

Lhu "nIrJiu!:irIy ou1n: met, one or several of the n.ers of thu CIE"E team 

vi:;itd ac," cl' Uhc thr'e communities .-iic' participated In tha program 

und h].d a meu~irn7 with the respective monitor group. Each of these 

metings was recorded on casettes and then transcribed for later analysis 

and record (some e xcentions occurred due to uncontrollable circu-4stances). 

As th, D)rogram developed, the importance of the general exchange 

amongst the different monitor groups became very apparent. This was 

partly solved by holding the two reinforcement workshop mentioned earlier. 

team still insists upon the importance of havingNevertheless, the project 

a weekly neetini with all. monitors involved, in order to profit from 

each experience, exchange ideas and lend mutual support. This possibility 

is conditioned by the possibility of obtaining an adequate means of 

transport. 

One of .the lessons learned from this experience is that the work 

of the co mnunity Sroups is a continuous process. This implies that the 

person or persons responsible for the control and orientation of the 

moitor's work are not very easily replaced. The only way to ensure the 

continuity and a sense of coherenceis through the assignment of one or 

two people to this task, providing the lo.ristics so that they can live 

close to th.. groups as long as the program goes on. 

Iur.-ng this phase of the program, the coordinator from CRA]Tc 

as;i.ried to the project, Ias fundamental as a liason person amongst 

'T tuamth) ioun the roups. farmer"he ration and community A himself, 

w. ah !,.:n;; as a l.oader and cooperatives of- x:prince of organization 
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farri , he !Mderstood and appreciated what the program could offer. 

iFrom 	 the veryy beginning he put all his efforts and enthusiasm towards 

the organization of the groups and provided all the necessary assistance 

to allow for the developm-ent of the program. He was present at all 

meetings of the project, and was a tremendously important factor in 

,acilitating a trusting an. open rel!ationship between the CIDEP team and 

the moni tors. 

The meetings were held in homes in the community, or in public 

ne.eting places where the families usually held their weekly sessions. 

Usually, they were held at night, so as not to interrupt the monitors 

daily work at home or in the fields. 

These conditions impose a fairly strict working schedule. On 

several occasions it was impossible to record the meetings due to some 

defficiencies in the electrical supply system. 

In the following sections we present a sunrmarized description 

of the meetings held in the participating cornuni.ties: 

lomrrunity One. -*(--) Seventeen homes are located in this community, 

nachon a sral piece of land. This was the result of\ a subdivision of 

a larger farm, during the early periods of the agrarian reform in Chile. 

?ailies wore asked at the moment of the subdivision whether they preferred 

,ohave th;ir homes all tcgeathor in a small village, oi, each built on 

th'.ie.p,;ctive piece of land. This last alternative was chosen, and this 

hn 	1in-ked a ce.rtain living style of the people. hNouses are. located far 

away 	 from each other. and it has not been possible to, provide electricity 

(*-) 	 The analysisof the work of each of' the groups is referrod to the 
Su'1narr j!tri- of Actj viLies which is enclosed, and to .aue No.1. 
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to them. There is no cormunal meeting place, and group sessions had to 

be held in the home of some of the farmers. This represented some 

difficulties. It was necessary to change the meeting place frequently, 

and this had strong consequences upon the attendance and composition 

of the group. 

We had mentioned that three young, single men were the monitors 

in this co!7,unity. They had no family responsibilities, even though 

they worked, either on the family land, or as farm labourers on a daily 

basis. It thus happened that the monitors did not carry enough weight 

in front of adult, married males in the community, and it was very 

difficult to motivate their assistance. On the basis of the experience
 

in the other two comrmnities it appears as important that the team of 

monitors be heterogeneous, representing different members of the family 

group. "'There this was the case, cormunity groups were also fairly 

heterogeneous and relatively more stable. 

Eight meetings were held in comrunity number one. Attendance 

was recorded only in seven of them. The last four meetings are clearly 

different from the first four. Each block of meetings took place 

in different hones, and the groups who attended were almost comp-.ately 

different. 

Instruments used by this group were mostly the games (five meetings), 

the slides (two meetings) and the radio-theater "Trial to a wife" of the 

series "Jurado 13" (one meeting). Transcriptions of three cormunity group 

meetings were made, as well as of two meetings of monitors with the CIDE 

teari. The other recordings were lost due to defficiencies in the 

electricity, or because the batteries ran out unexpectedly. 
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A sumrary of the group attendance and composition is presented 

in the following tables: 

Table 1.-. ConrLtur. ty One: Sunmary of general attendance 

Cowposition lo. 2o. 30. 4Q. 5o. 6o. 7o. 8o. 9o. 10. 11. 12. Average 
of the 7:roup_____________ 

Fahers 1 3 - - - - 2 2 2 2 2.2 

ro her 3 1 - - h 3 3 2 2.8 

Adlrscont erralas 2 1 -. 3 -- 1 - 1.1 

Ac.. .,cm . mae;, 2 8 4 4 1 2 3.7 

":oritors 2 2 - 3 . . .. 2 3 3 3 2.5 

Tobals p1. r,eting 30 - -. 19 -- - 12 1.3 10 9 12.5 

,:ote: t,: di scrparic>es which may be observed between th,.se numbers and 
tnose appD.iring in the general chart of activities, arise because 
i 2 = information wa's obtained from different sources. 

Tab.le 2.- Cormmnunity One: 	 Iuriter of meetings attended by each of the 
participants, grouped by family membership. 

Number of r eetings attended 
M-ribors of 

3 4 5 6 7 8the farmily 	 2 

Fathers 	 7 2 1 

Plothe-:s 	 6 2 2 

Adolescent mLe2s 16 5 

adc_esc ,..n t s 1 1,emna] 3 

(;'.- i. 'o : 	 2%1 2 

otl. .s 	 2 8 3 3 2 
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Communiti two 

About 60 or 70 families live in this comrunity. Their homes are 

located in a village created during the Agrarian Reform; only about half 

of the families own some land. About 8 to 10 of them had to sell their 

land, but they still live in the comreunity. The r3st is employed as farm 

labourer in the area. 

This group of monitors represented an exceptional case, since it 

wias composed by four people. This was due to the fact that only three 

men had signed up innitially. However, after insisting upon the importance 

of7 the participation of a woman, the innitial team contacted a young 

single worian in the corunity. At that time though, it did not seem 

fair to exclude any of the three men who had participated from the very
 

befinning. The composition of this group of monitors was then as follows: 

two married men, one sinle adolescent male and one single adolescent
 

female. Their interactions were exceptionally harmonious and coordinated
 

from the very beginning. They distributed roles and responsibilities 

related to the conduction of the community groups and each took over 

several tasks as the program went on.
 

F .teen metings were held in this community. The first and 

ninth one were repeated, i.e., in each of these weeks the group met twice.
 

Two first meetings were hela because too many people expressed 

interest in participating. The monitors were afraid that the game would 

not tP of interest if too many people came, and thus decided to form two 

groups which met on different days. 

During the ninth week, it was the enthusiasm of the community 
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groups which led the vionitors to call tw.jo meetings on succesive days,
 

in order to speed up the recording of a radio-theater. At the same
 

t me, this allowed the group to watch and discuss a set of slides dealing 

with affective relationships in the family called: "The children learn 

from us". 

In general, even though we do not have an exact record of the 

group attendance during the third and fifth week, information is available 

about the fifteen meetings held. 

It can be said that this group was exceptional in its ability
 

to take responsibili .y for and to achieve the goals and stimulatedtasks 

by the project. This, nothwithstanding the high levels of motivation 

and achievenent observed in community number three. 

The community number two was 'the only one to dedicate the last 

three reetina.ns, with hit-h levels of autonomy, to the creation of its own 

insturui.ent, consisting in a set of illustrations and a recording which 

introduces them-t. 

Under any perspective, this instrument is comparable to any of 

those proposed by the (,DE tean. It has not leen tried out in a Mlore 

controlled rianner -ith other go:os. but there exists sufficient evidence 

to e,p' ct th;-It it will by highly notivating and instructive when used 

during the follo-.ing stages cf the project. 

There exist eiht r.cording of neetings held between monitors 

and tu~e CIE toari, and t~hree o meetings held with the community groups. 

A radio-theater was also (during sessions 8 and 9) taped and a recording 

of a meeting in the ,Center for Mother.' (Centro de Madres) of the community 

http:reetina.ns
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is available. This latter session took place because this ,roup knew 

to have some meetings with theof the exi,te!,ce o! the program and asked 

sets of slides.
 

The surimary of the evolution of the attendance an(! of the corposition 

tables.of the community groups is presented in the following 

Comrunity two: General summary of attendance to communityTable 3.-
meetings 

Number of the meetings 

3orpos i tion 
of the 7roup 10. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9o. 10 11 12 13 l 15* Average 

Fathers 5 4 10- 7 7 2 6 6 8 4 6 11 8 9 5 - 6.5 

1 2 3 5 5 3 4 1 - 3.4Mlothers 4 3 -0- 4 4h 1 

4 5 1 - 2.8Adol. males 1 - 4 - 5 - 5 2 1 1 6 4 4 

Ad. fer 3 asles6 - 3 5 1 2 4 4 9 8 7 5 7 1 - 4.64 


4 3 3 3 2 14 4 4 4 3 - 3.4IMonitors 4 3 4 - 4 3 

11 - 20.8Total per 17 '4 34 - 23 19 13 14 15 18 24 27 31 24 29 

me etin q 

* There is no record of attendance 
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Tablelh,- Community two: Summiary of the number of mmetings attended 
-• by each member of the family
 

Member of Number of meetings attended 

family group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 '2 13 14 15 

Fathers 8 3 1 2 2 1 2 2 

Mothers 8 3 3 1 1 2 

Adol. males 8 4 3 3 1 

Adol females 6 3 3 1 2 2 

Monitors 1 1 1 1 

Total 
frequencies 30 10 6 10 1 1 6 3 3 2 - 1 

Community three 

This small village , grew with time along the sides of a road ending 

up with about 70"to 100 houses, one school, one church and one or two 

sem.l shops. 

I:ot of its .nheitants are farm workers who sell their working 

£o.oe 1:.o Tar2 e land ot,.ners Or to small farme-rs. 1Iigh1 !-vels of unemploylent 

and of rotation ch-racterize this conmunity. 

'The tean of rion!tors was composed by three people; one adolescenlt 

you, rien (who dao -t- early on in t', -aprogram due to his ,5ifficulties 

in co;ilunicating and his sh. .ness), one adolescent woiian, with excellent 

1oi3 ip con~itionz, and one married nan, head of a family and experiernced 

].uatez of srall aernor unions. 

hIs tofean o' rlonitors, i:hich very soon had only two yivimbers, 

ac.'ieved excellent results with the cormunity groups during the first 
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ten wecl-,; of nctivities. '. cetin;!s were held regularly, acaieveing high 

levels of active p.rticipation and -roup dynamics. 

All wias s'etJso that the comriuni ly group could iniitiate the 

prepairation of an educaticral instrumant . Nionitors informed us that tey 

had the ntertion of rucordin- a kind of journalistic report, de-ling 

wi ith the econcif c and labour conditions faced by ost of the members 

in tiie con. unity. The idea appealed to the base group, especially since 

they lad not been very succesful in producing the recorded radio-theater 

during their sixth meeting. Actually, the plot created, (the story of 

a couple) and the previous elaboration were excellent. The problems
 

arose during the recording of the final version. 

The elaboration of this eecond recorded report appeared thus 

as a welcori-e opportunity to repeat this tz,.sk with some modifications. 

It was prac isely during this time that the young woman of the 

monitor team found a job as a sales clerk in a shop in the city of Talca, 

and it was imroossible for her to continue with the work in t.ie comunity. (*) 

One of the consequences of her absence was the suspension of 

gro',p meetings for two weeks, until it was decided to hold a last, closing 

meeting (.:ith dinner), without having completed the proposed educational 

ins truoient. 

The summary of the group attendance to meetings is presented in
 

the following tables. 

( ) She had been anxiously looking for work du-ing quite some time, since 

this income was badly needed by her and hee family. 
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Table 5. Community Thr,'e: General surmiary of attendance to meetings 
in tho ccrl~unity 

,Zoa:usiCtion 

of tr: ,-rcur 

Fa thr 

Adc*LosC. males 

2. 

2 

2 

3 

3* 

-

S 

-

4* 

-

-

5 

It 

1 

9 

Uu;nber 

6 7 

7 9 

2 3 

9 21 

of the 

8 9 

4 6 

3 3 

10 7 

meeting 

10 1* 12* 3* aver-e_ 

57 

3.0 

8.7 

• do]. ferii.h 

,:or:itor's 

2 

3 

1 

2 

-

-

-

-

1 

3 

2 

2 

2 

3 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2.0 

2.4 

TotlU1 1 17 15 - - 18 22 38 23 20 - - - 35* 21.8 

-:* At.endance was not recorded 
S* Cnly lotal attendance available 

Table 6..- Coiimunity Three: Number of meetings attended 
participants, detailed for each 

member of the family 

by each of the 

I.:riber of 
hu, fall 

.thrs 

_y 1 

2 

Number 
2 

2 

of meetings 
3 

2 2 

attended 
5 

3 

7 

Mothiitrs 2 5 1 

Adolescent males 8 9 6 1 3 

Adolescent females 

I~ooiitort;f____ 

Total frequencies 

2 

13 

13 

_ 

2 

1_ 

18 

2 

11_It_6_3 

ii1 6 3 1 



6, AN EVALUATIVE S;1,0ARY AND HAIN CONCLUSIONS 

6.1. The last activity in communities two and three of the project offered
 

valuable information about the meaning of the proposed activities
 

to the community groups.
 

It cannot be said that this evaluation is the only one possible,
 

nor that the results offer the degree of replicability we would desire.
 

Nevertheless, they offer information which allows the CIDE team to
 

reaffirm its conviction about the utility of the stimuli provided.
 

They mobivated activities and discussions centered on problems felt
 

to be important by the participants.
 

6.2. 	The tables of attendance to meetings and group composition do not
 

confirm the hypothesis that more members of the family group would
 

gradually participate in the program. On the other hand, it can be
 

said that a stable and heterogeneous group of people attended the
 

meetings regularly, and others, adolescent males and females as well
 

as fathers and mothers, attended only one, two or three meetings.
 

It is possible that this trend may be due to the way monitors invited 

people in the community. They often seemed to invite neighbours, 

relatives and friends. This !groupattended the meetings regularly,
 

and others cane and left as time went on. 

6.3. 	 Ioth the instrUnents used and the methodology of contact and follow

up of tU.h1):'c yam proved to be very operational, stimulating; and 



adan.p-tai.Le to C..r,, c,-.t con t-,-:t ; ospecially if one t:O.nes in , . tiae tio 

.,:1.C.4 rL, . volul i.,illi tl-le p.VJ taininr'f)o'l :r:C,',tps e:'U eOi's 	 r 

;: *;n.I1)r3 ~ 7.r1 . 2.T to Le . f . . 

o.f t: 1'_Ini.ly 7roap, ,.ho int-'ractccI frely "urin:- tha develc r-L 

t.,.,, 	 ... recorded, :articipantspizre1 are 

rw±: n,. '.:. e d th : e iLor ; .... ... r' . .:.1 .:e c f.c'o ' rn ,,iu rs 'o . thea fa i ' 

' _.. 	 1eved this did appearDJL1thi (though not as 

a harked tr-md in the attondance record). 

Tihe transcripts of the racordin,,s as well as rhu nomes taken 
:urin:: t!' vi:.sits to t'.e colrsunities ('.x'ich are stli ,e'-in-a..ld) 

oith r:oo'.2 ct-i].) sThow .co:vder~ce of behz-vior changes in the 

coNu,.nty i c ions. us pres-une the"- m 'in.-s allows to that pl-ogranv 

-. t crL d ni n..:ative effects. On the contrary) anecdotal 

.v..n.c sICWeL; lenty of positive rvnifesttions. The contacts .,ith 
the lu.ca], inst:.tution (CY'S) w.:re strengthened and it was agrod 

to work in cios;or collaboration in th-!future. This will depend 

only upon the availability of material resources. 

h.4. 	 Apart from the record of attendance and the transcripts of discussion, 

no other measureplents of tne proposed goals were undertaken. One 

vin;oi.tant Piecu, of evidence is provided by the faclt that at least 

one group !pr"odn''id its ou.n educational working instriment., focussing 

on their own real problemas. This was achieved with a fair derree 

of autonorry in th, decision ind preparation. A second group did 

http:1'_Ini.ly
http:adan.p-tai.Le
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not succeed due to purely accidental circunstances. 

The procedures of formative evaluation which ware used during 

the control and follow-ip of the field experience presented some 

dificulties, mainly due to the way the professional team was forred; 

these are perfectly correctatle. Nevertheless, for this type of
 

experience one certainly needs a kind of operational methodology 

of evaluation of results which is coherent with the theoretical 

model of the program.
 

6.5. On the basis the results of this pilot experience we are now
 

able to elaborate an experipiental model for a non-formal educational 

program, which combines two aspects: one of formation of values, 

attitudes and awareness (which is the one emphasized during the
 

pilot phase) and one aspect of information or acquisition of basic
 

skills and knowledge related to certain needs detected by the groups
 

therlselves 



ANNEX E S 

Some of the working instrum'mrnts 
(in reduced photocopies), charts 
and tried out materials are
 
presented in the following sections 
for illustrative purposes. 
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ANNEX: STATE OF THE ART. FAMILY AND RURAL SOCIETY 

IN TRODUCTION 

One of the important tasks of any research study is the review of 

ba-!kground information, experiences and lines of thought which have been
 

developed previously in other related studies. Thia cummulative character
 

of heowledge provides the basis for growth in the development of theoretical 

trends, working methods, acceptance or rejection of hypotheses. In other 

words it contributes to the development of knowledge and comprehension 

of the reality which is being studied. 

The present project consists basically in a research and action 

experience. Nontheless, we thought it important to review the existing 

bibliography, in order to get acquainted with similar experiences, to 

develop some of our theoretical assumptions and obtain a general impression
 

of related bibliographical material referring to our country and to Latin
 

America. This analysis was one of the permanent activities which the team
 

developed over time. A synthesis of this work and a basic bibliography
 

is presented in the following sections.
 

The documents written about rural areas in Latin America and the
 

developnent of ideas have been plentiful. However, we also found that
 

the focus has been limited to some aspects only. One could say that the
 

fundamental emphasis has been upon the following areas: the structural 

phenomena which affect riral poverty, economic and social aspects and the
 

analysi.:i of the basic processes which have had an incidence upon such 

processes as migration, modernization of the productive structure, agrarian
 

reform, tasic needs and other sactorial aspects. 
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Oar bibliographical survey was aimed at those aspects most related 

to our experience, i.e., the family, the community and education. 

i'tl in this theriat.c areas we were interested in analyzing the 

diffcurent concp tions about the family, relationship between family and 

rural society, z'nd the processes which have a bearing upon the rela tionship 

between family and community. We placed particular emphasis upon the 

analysis of theoretical tendencies which prevail in the Social S3ciences 

in Latin Aririca. These can bs inferred from the different approaches 

towards the study of the family and the rural comunity. 

In the following sec ,ions we will describe the working orocedure
 

employed, as well as the results and conclusions of the bibliographic survey.
 

The results refer to a synthesis of the rain lines of thought developed 

by the different au.nors :hich were covered. A discussion of some aspects 

is present Sd in the conclusions. 

I.- WOIRlMG PROCKDUPJ 

'The b:ibliographical search was guided by certain criteria. These 

were defined by the tean in order to acihieve the proposed objectives. The 

theni.atic areas were defined, different types of studies were differentiated 

nc< a whichand, finaly, lJ.aced limit upon thetime period would be surveyed. 

'Me th;rtitic area,, which were determined are: conceptions about the 

family, harily and society, faraily and educational methods. 

With regards to ihe various family conceptions we were interested 

in analyzing the most prevalent concepts developed about its nature, 

organization, structure, life cycles and functions. The types of family, 
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internal dynamics and relationships with wider social processes (migration,
 

development, social class) were also considered.
 

In the area of family and society we were interested in the analysis 

of the kinds of' relationshps which have been defined between the following 

aspects: rural reality and family typology, cultural orientations and
 

processes within and outside the family nucleus, forms of adaptation or
 

disintegration of the family, activities of the family and surrounding
 

environment. 

The different types of studies surveyed were "significant theoretical 

studies", "empirical research" and "applied experiences". 

The theoretical studies were those which presented general frameworks 

and discussions about the topic. They emphasize the key issues and assumptions
 

for a coherent interpretation of the processes and phenomena which take
 

place with regards to the family. They also identify the most important
 

variables for the analysis of the different dimensions.
 

The empirical studies refer to research based upon the rert.leeibion 

and analysis of data, obtained by means of different instruments. They 

describe certain dimensions of family life and are guided by certain 

hypothesis. We covered the time period from 1970 till th-present, and 

limited the survey to studies in rural Latin America. 

The applied experiences refer to programs and pilot projects carried
 

out with different family groups in rural Latin America.
 

They are concrete interventions, developed during a certain time 

period, with srecific methods and objectives. These programs usually 

present different levels of depth with regards to their intervention, 

the dimension of th'a family being considered, the method employed, the 
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dimensions of the social reality which are included and the results obtained. 

The abovementioned criteria were the basic guides in our search and 

selection of the studd.use wh ch were to be analyzed. 

Ie then selected the main documentation centers to be contacted. 

Here, we chose those which could offer a significant number of documents 

in the thematic areas defined. 

The following were the selected centers:
 

- CELAJ'E, DOCPAL System: a computer search was r-arried out, on the basis 

of cross tabulations of the thematic areas and specific interests. The 

listings allowed us to select 30 documents directly related to our study. 

- The dccumentation center of CEPAL, and a bibliography which had been 

prepared about the topic of development in Latin America. 

- Libraries: Centro Bellarviino, Catholic University, University of Chile. 

- 'the Docui.cntation Center at CIDE. 

Grie cf our first findings was the limited amount of available documonts, 

which specifically referred to our field of interest, as well as the lack 

of recently published works and journals. This clearly showed to us the 

iragnitude of the lack of scientific information and of communication of 

research studies, publications and other forms of non-conventional documentation 

in our country. It also made us aware of the serious obstacles which Social
 

Sci ntists face in their efforts to contribute to the development of Social 

Scionces. However, the problem may have been parT,.cularly severe in our 

case, sin,:e we were interested in a very particular and specific field of 

study. 



Our next step consisted in preparing bibliographic index cards for 

all 	the pertinent and available docunents. An abstract was prepared for
 

some of these, referring to objectives, methods, and main conclusions. 

The available literature was analyzed by the team and contrasted 

with our results and field observations. The innitial chapters of this
 

report refer to the way the bibliographical survey was sistematized. The
 

present annex refers to the synthesis 6f some general theoretical aspects.
 

II.-	 RESULTS
 

1. Some notes about the definition of rural societies.
 

1.1. One of the first difficulties encountered in studies of rural 

societies is the diversity of conceptualizations. In fact, 

we found several ways in which concepts such as rural area 

and rural society or peasant society are defined. We have 

thus limited our analysis to those conceptions which allowed 

us to understand the cultural complexity and the structural 

aspects which related to our field of interest. 

1.2. 	One of the approaches encountered opposes rural tu urban
 

societies. Here we find Redfield's work (1955) and the
 

"modernization" approach. These lines of thought developed 

under 	the influence of social evolutiorism and propose a typology
 

for 	societies. These start from a primitive stage arid develop 

towards an urban or modern society. This dicotomy represents 

the two poles of a continuum, which reflexts the different 

stages of development of a society. Within this conception, 
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the history of society is the progression from a traditional 

to a modern s tage. 

For Redfield, the primitive or folk society is a small 

collective, uhose number is limited by the possibility that 

all members know each other personally. It is an isolated 

group, illiterate, homogenous, with an intense sense of 

solidarity and belonging. The technology is simple, and there
 

is little division of labour, with the exception of differential
 

tasks assigned to males and females. Consequently, it is an
 

econoically independent group.
 

These societies face their problems according to conventional 

patterns, developed through lengthy group interaction. The 

various patterns are interrelated and form a coherent and dense 

system: a cu.lture. Behavior is spontaneous, traditional, 

nersorial .3nd there exists no motivation for analysis, reflection 

or experim ntation. Kinship and its institutions constitute 

the center of all experiences and the family is the unit of 

action. The value of the activities and of traditional objects 

is iiot di!;:cussed or questioned; they are considered to be sacred. 

Thi, parti.Jr aptpreciation of objects can be seen in the 

way they are surrounded by restrictions and taboes. 

All activiliies, even those related to economic production, 

represent al- end in tniemsolves. These societies exist more 

on the La.:i of a comminon understanding with regards to what 

ought to be done, than upon the exchange of useful functions. 

These charactr-istics of the folk society are the polar 

http:parti.Jr
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antithesis of the urban type, which is not defined in an explicit 

way.
 

1.3. This approach prevailed in several studies of rural communities,
 

and allowed for the accumulation of information about different 

cualitative aspects of the social reality in rural areas.
 

However, serious criticisms have been levelled against this 

conception. Basically they question the dualist conception 

of society, i.e., the assumption of coexistence of traditional 

and modenln society without structural relationships between 

them. This conception also does not take into consideration 

arethe hisorical process cf society, of which both types 

an expression. 

The sl:uries within this particular framework present a particular 

view with regards to the relationships as well as normative 

and axiomatic frameworks which orient these relations. The 

models proposed appear to be independent of the mechanisms 

of power and of legitimation of the socio-political systems 

of organization, as well as of the structural relationships 

which exist amongst the different components of society as 

a social unit. This dualism, which opposes an archaic to a 

modern society, exists as a theoretical model. However, in 

reality, and due to the nature of the historical process it 

is not possible to observe this coexistence of two societies
 

within a larger social or national context. 
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The concretu expression in reality, which can be observed in 

different formis of social and family organizations, of value 

orientations, are the result of one unique historical process. 

The titual relationships which exist between regions and between 

archaic and modern societies represent the functioning of one 

global social unit. Both poles are part of this unit.
 

It is thus not possible to conceive of development as a 

"gradual" step-wise process, where societies pass through the 

various stages of the continuum defined by the two extreme 

poles, traditional and modern society. The different social 

:ituations, each with their on particular characteristics, 

can be understood as a product of the unequal relationships 

established between them-. This inequality is functional and 

necessary to the persistence of the major social system. 

l.h. Other authors, for example W4agley (1974), attempt to go beyond 

the limits of the rural society and to understand its structural
 

characteristics. Within this frame of reference tl: interest 

is focuss:ad upon the historial process which gives iise to 

rural societies, The emphasis is placed upon thetype of social 

and econorrilcal relationships established in rural areas. 

Some of the studies developed within this perspective relate 

the characte.ristics of rural areas to different forms of social 

organization. 

For Stavenha;,en (1969), the traditional structures which are 

observed In rural areas correspond social and cultural forms 



which 	 have been marginated from the industrial system. Amongst 

these we find subsistence economies, semi-feudal sectors,
 

indigenous soieties, etc. These traditional structures are
 

characterized by intense kinship ties, simple technoligies, 

small productive units, complex systems of stratification and
 

a particularistic almost magic conception of the world.
 

Thus, 	 from a structural point of view, one would find a social 

heterogeneity which corresponds to the different forms of i
 

insertion of the social groups in the structure of society.
 

1.5. 	 For Borsotti (1976), the social organization observed in rural 

societies is based upon certain social and productive relationship, 

which are necessary for the reproduction of the group within 

the particular environment where it lives. One can thus find 

the structural basis in the family, if one defines it as a 

unit 	of production and reproduction, with complex kinship
 

relationships. By considering the family as an econorlic unit, 

this author proposes a model for the analysis of the rural
 

organization and family.
 

1.6. 	Solari (1976) systhesizes some of the main aspects related to 

the issue of the definition of rural societies. He points 

out that there exist some agreements in the different definitions 

and concepts which have been developed. They are the following: 

- rural societies refer to "rural cultivators"; 

-	 a dual economic orientation and a combination of family sub

sistence with market exchange; 

- a reforence to a community; 
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- a subord.i.,ate position to external agents;
 

- a particular value orientation.
 

1.7. 	 Tho ruril co iunity will be considered as a given social group, 

with primary and implicative relationships, as wall as structural 

relationships with the major system. Its characteristics are
 

related to the way it is inserted in the social and productive
 

This provides the basis for the construction
structure of society. 


of certain cultur orientations, which constitute the frame
 

of reference of the action of the subjects.
 

The rural environment will thus represent a totality which
 

comprehends different aspects: cognitive, social relationships, 

economic relationships, and even the most simple manifestations 

in daily behavior. 

The different aut!iors present differences with regards to which 

should be the key variables which describe the particular aspects 

of rural life. 

These dil"ferences appeaL' in the surveyed literature, and they 

reflect different conceptions about the productive organization, 

relationships with major structur 1 p.rocesses, the understanding
 

of social change and the conception about the place occupied
 

by the family within rural societies.
 

In the following sections we will analize some aspects related 

to the rural family and focus upon some of the hypotheses 

which have been proposed. 



2. Notes for tho study of the rural family 

2.2.. About the concept of family
 

The family is seen as an institution which fulfills certain
 

functions in society. As institution it satisfies certain
 

needs of human nature (food, reproduction, security, amongst
 

others), these functions can be observed in a given sociaty. 

From this point of view, the family appears as a "mediator 

instance" betvreen the individual and society. 

-- 'Tis institution adopts different forms and structure in 

order to achieve certain results. One thus observes a
 

variability of'family characteristics in different societies.
 

These different "family types" are observable and can be 

verified empirically. An extended family, for example, is 

integrated by three different generations. Its functions 

are different to the ones observed in "nuclear fanilies". 

The extended family can be -haracterized by aspects such as: 

prevalence of paternal authority; little structural differentatiol 

within the family (in other words, the family ,my be, for 

example, the unit of economic production and of consumption
 

at the same time, it transmits particular styles of socialization
 

and norms of social control). Within the nuclear family,
 

on the other hand, we find less emphasis on decision making, 

a higher structural difforentiation; in other words, many 

functions have been displaced by other so,!ial institutions, 

as well as by difforent and more flexible socia.ization 

pa Lterns . 
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Through this exariple we intend to point out that the different 

family typas rofr-r not only to various ways in which the 

family s,: uctura is organized. Rather, wh:lt differs fundcri:nt-

ally a:r. Lhea different llmeanings" which are established 

in the system of relationships, different fcrrs of fulfilling 

the functions. These are basically products of different 

societies. Considered within this context the extended 

family corresponds to a traditional society and the nuclear
 

family corre:tponds to a modern society. 

-- In summary, the basic theoretical aspects which may 1.e 

distinguished within this approach are the following: 

a) each society has to satisfy certain needs;
 

b) these needs are based upon thq biological basis of the 

individull (food, shelter, protection from cold, etc.);
 

c) each biolo,-ical need has its cultural counterpart;
 

d) this cultural counterpart corres.-ponds to an organized
 

and regula ted fc rm of satisfying biological or primary 

needs; 

e) the family is a cultural institution which satisfies the 

needs of individuals (basically reproduction)
 

f) these necds are satisfied by means of certain functions;
 

g) there exist different ypas of families which reflect
 

the variability of organization which man can construct, 

accordting to the cultural context in which he/she lives. 
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--	 The fundamental criticisms voiced with reslct to this 

approach refer to the cultural concept upon which it is 

based. Functionalism tends to emphasize a conception of 

society as an integrated and balanced entity. Each institution 

fulfills certain functions which correspond to cultural 

These are in turn related to the biological
counterparts. 


needs of the species. In other words, the culture, its
 

institutions and, in this case, the family fulfill functions
 

which are considered to be natural. On the other hand,
 

according to functionalism, because every person has similar
 

biological needs, one can distinguish "universals" in their 

cultural organization, i.e., there are certain key pattern
 

which must be fulfilled in any society. Thus, some kind 

of 	family must exist in any society. What matters more
 

are the functions which are developed than the social conditions 

which gave rise to particular types of relationships of 

family organizations. Functionalism searches within the 

cultural va.:iability for "identify of functions". From a 

critical perspective, whet matters more are operations, 

conditions and concrete forms 3f the cultural organization
 

within certain historical contexts.
 

In 	 conclusion, functionalism offers valuable empirical elements 

for the analysis of the family, but its interpretations
 

and theoretical model are being questioned nowadays in
 

Social Sciences.
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Within a different perspective we have attempted to construct 

a conception of the family which reflects the place and 

meaning which it acquires in a given society, or in a concrete 

social group. This development is based upon the historical 

and we expect that this perspecti,,estructural approach, 

will albw us to understand the concrete conditions which 

within a family unit within a adequate historicalare observed 

perspective. Why do we observe a given organization and 

certain functions in the context of a given economic, social
 

and cultural context? We believe that this approach allows 

for an integration of the approach used to study the family, 

and of the perspective upon which educational actions and
 

social developrent are based. 

-- We consider the family as a social group and institution 

through which society regulates the mechanisms of reproduction,
 

both biolc ical and social.
 

As a social group, the family represents a group of persons,
 

related to each other by kinship bonds, judicial ties or
 

consensual ties. As an institution the family represents
 

a set of culturally defined,norms and relationships. The
 

structural characteristics of the family, its functions 

and contents are determined by the relationship it establishes 

with society. Thus, the family appears as the institution 

between the porson and society.which provides the bridge 


It is through the family unit thaL society transmits its
 

the
cultural orientation and defines the posi.,ion which 
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subject will have :ithin the social structure. On the other 

hand the family appears as an organization which allows its 

Ptembers to form part of society and to respond to the conditions
 

which it poses. 

--	 The basic relationship between family and social environment 

or socicty is defined by the structural situation or the 

way its memb-rs are inserted in society. We thus see the 

rural family as a product of a structural situation which, 

gi:en a certain organization of society, has a particular 

position or situation in society. From this point of view 

it is important to define both the "form" of the family 

and the place it occupies in society; the context in which 

it exists and the mechanisms, relationships and nultural
 

orientations which it creates and reproduces.
 

--	 In summary, we could say that the approach should developed 

the following aspects: 

a) The relationship between family and social structure 

is determined by a complex set of factors. Amongst these, 

the position or way of insertion of the individual in 

the productive structure is fundamental. 

b) 	This position determines, in the end, a given social
 

class condition. In each of them the means of satisfaction 

of basic needs are conditioned by the social structure.
 

c) The historical process of transformation of society is
 

such that it marginates the rural population. The
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agrit:ultural sector in Latin America presents differcnt 

forrif; of productions and the traditional ones rcpresent 

an important part. Th- process of modernization produces 

g].oal tranSformations of the social structure in rural
 

areas, affecting the organization of the family. 

d) On the hasis of this social situation individuals develop 

certain strategies of survival which respond to typical 

alternatives which are legitimized by the social and
 

cultural practice of the group.
 

e) 	 This provides the basis for given cultural representations, 

which follow a certain way of organizing reality and a 

given 	conception of the world. These determine certain
 

behavioral patterns or social orientations of the individuals. 

2.2. 	 The type of rural family 

In this section we have summarized different approaches which 

contribute to the defirition or characterization of the rural family. 

To bafgin w.ith, when we refer to "types of families", we mean 

the models which may be identified in the family structure, the 

ori-anization of the group and the different functions which may be 

observed clearly in reality. On the other hand, the "type" is a 

methiodological construct which empha.izes some of the variables 

of the social context which determine the forms of family organization. 

The variables which, according to the different authors, appear 

as relevant, when talking about different family types within rural 

areas, are the following: 
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(1965), the rules which govern residence --	 According to Johnson 

and form of rirriare, necessarily will affect the composition 

of the family. Thus, this author distinguishes between two basic 

family types: simple family (which emphasizes the criterian of 

descendence, it links two generations), and compound family (which 

emphasize s the re.sidence criterion, it links three generations 

related amongst each other in a matri-focal or patri-focal way). 

The most prevalent family found in rural areas would be the
 

compound one, since the organization of production and the
 

traditional system of social organization imposes a residential
 

unit.
 

--	 For !ill, Stycos and Back (1959) the key variables which define 

the different family types are the following: residence, type 

of bond and level of schooling. Within this perspective one 

can contruct eight family types (according to the different 

combinations of the variables), distributed along a continuum 

of accesibility to new ideas and information. Traditional families 

and predominantly rural families tend to live in rural areas, 

the bonds are consensual, relatives are incorporated, low levels
 

of 	schooling are observed and access to modern information is
 

same also a set variablesli.mited. These authors offer different of 

for the construction of family typoligies: degree of autonomy 

of woren, type of internal authority within the family, degree 

of male control over women's activities. 



--	 According 1-o !Iundell and Borch (1974) the typology should be 

ba:.;ed upon thD avaiilah1o census data. They thus prop,,se the 

foali n v: ' blcs rulos of kinship and number of gencurations 

p)I'fix.ent w- t)JVi [,he family nucleus. They establish three types 

"nucl-ar" (two genera ,,ions, with parent-child relationships); 

"vertically extended" (three generations with kinship ties) and 

"horizon tally cxtended" (other relatives or non-related persons 

withcut cilcdren and or grandchildren are incorporated). 

-- For S. Torrado (197h) the conditions which are imposed to a family 

by 	its class membership favor the development of certain, typical
 

family structures. Their characteristics will depend on the 

structural position of the social class to which the family 

group belongs. The family types will very according to the 

clas -:es or social sectors which can be differentiated within 

a society. Pe Oliveira (1976)complements this approach. According 

to his persp-!ctivc the relationship between the sexes (through 

diffferent tyis of bonding) and their reproduction (family size 

and cor.LposiLion) are defined Wy the productive social relation 

and by th, concrete and historical ways of life which they favor. 

--	 For D.hSAL (1969) the typical family in rural areas is the extended 

one. It constitutes an element of cohesion and is characterized 

by 	"familism". According to this value, social life is based 

primarily upon adscribed interpersonal relationships as opposed 

to functional ones. In the extended family, the family ties 

go beyond parents and children, they reach other relatives or 

"quasi relatives" (compadres) of the commaunity. 
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may ie found in rural areas: (a) faniliesThe following family types 

permanentwith leftal or 	re].igious tics; (b) families based upon 

and (c) families of sporadic cohabitation, usuallycohabitation, 

formed around the mother, with children from different fathers. 

-- For Rivarola and Eomingo, the following are the key variables 

which differentiate amongst family types: position of the family 

in the system of stratification, characteristics of the economic 

These are related to differencesand demographic structure. 

in 	family structure, size, and composition, as well as to behavior
 

patterns of its members. 

2.3. The functions of tire family 

-- Economic roduction, protection of its members, channeling of 

sexual behavior, reproduction or replacement of the members of 

society, child rearing and primary socialization of the members
 

of 	society (Wrelson and Steiner, 1965). 

-- Reproduction, maintenance, localization and socialization (D. 

Davis, 1965). 

-- Sexual reproduction, child care and roaring and economic security, 

at least as far as consumption is concerned (Murdock, G. 1948). 

--	 It provides kinship status (Goode, 1964). 

--	 Its most permanent function is represented by the "sociological 

parents" and by the "principle of legitimacy", which regulates 

the 	relationships amongst the members of society (Malinowski, 1571).
 

-- The extended family fulfills two functions: (a) it provides a 

of security to its members; and favors the integration ofsense 


the community (DESAI,, 1969).
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-- When typical. rulral families fulfill functions which do not 

correspond to 'i,hu.ir original background, they may contribute 

to the pc-p.tuation of its marginal position within society. 

'Ne Lr'cnd tow2 rds rioderni.zation implies rational relationships 

and these affect the essence of the extended family (D1ESAL, 1969). 

-- The rural family faces a crisis in its functions. Modernization 

often results in the substitution of its traditional functions 

by other social institutions. This affects its integrity and 

meaning within the rural environment (De Medina) 

--	 A cortain tyF of extended family appeared during Colonial times 

in Latin America. ]t still exists in the host isolated areas, 

whre the peasant fa-,ily fulfills several functions, as in ore

industrial socie,-ies. (DH:SAL, 1969) 

--	 The kisnhi.p system inspires group loyalties and privides a basis 

i'or social coht-,sion. It is a feature ofe conomic function (subsistt,,nce) 

andr) it ipos-5 social and organizational control within the comrmnity, 

which is basiod upon paternal authority. 

--	 The main functions still held by rural failies, in spite of its 

cri,i:', are ,,ocialization and affective support of its members. 

(Du Miedina ) 

--	 The kin:ship system plays an important conservative rold , as a 

force wiich opposes the creation of a universalitic concuption 

of the world and as a fortress of part icularism.(Parra Sandoval, 

1,c71) 

--	 The "compradrazgo" reinforces family kinship ties, it establisaos 

r.;ulated tios of cooperation amongst communities or people5. 
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favors social eqiilibrium, is incompatible with high social mobility 

and allows for relationships between different social strata. 

( E. Flores and ilunizaia, 1959) 

-- "'Cot mparazgo" system have a meaning which goes beyond the religious 

aspects. They are similar to the family, since they have religious 

sanction. Incest taboo exists and the ties, once established, 

are unbreakable. (Foster, see Wagley, ch. 1974) 

2.4. 	 Some hypotheses proposed in the surveyed studies 

Family size: 

i) The large size of poor families has an economic reason
 

(children represent a source of income as well as cheap 

labour, Lomnitz, 1975). 

ii) Hligh migration rates affect the size of the fa ily, these 

will become smaller in size (Fernandez, 1967) 

iii) 	 The prasence of non-relatives in the family is more prevalent 

in the higher socio-economic levels. Families within the 

low socio-economic groups tend to have more children (on an 

average basis). (F&irnandez, 1967) 

iv)	Social stratification has clear influences upon the organization
 

of the rural family (Fernandez, 1967)
 

v) 	The high reproductive rates of poor families in Latin America
 

are not only a result of lack of information and of access
 

to birth control methods. They are mainly the result of
 

cultural and psycho-social elements which condition and
 

characterize their marginal condition (Gonzalez, '.)
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vi) In situations of extreme poverty, certain social adaptation 

mechanisrw bogin to act. These tend towards a maint-anence 

of values, motivations and attitudes of reproductive behavior 

patt'rns, wiich lead to high fertility rates (Urztui, 1975) 

-- Fa ily network3: 

i) 7Tie fakily networks generally represent a basic element of 

security (Loymnantz, 1975) 

ii) 	 During periods of unemployment, which are common and frequent 

in popular sectors, it is common to seek help with close 

relatives. The continuous and intense reciprocal exchange 

represents an important mechanism, of social security.
 

(Lonnitz, 1975) 

iii) The size increase of a family, produced by the presence
 

of non-ralated members, is usually caused by disintegration
 

of 	 the complete nuclear family. (Fernandez, 1967) 

iv) The extension of the family acts as a compensatory socio

cultural mecanism in relation to situations of maladjustment
 

in 	 family life. (Fernandez, 1967) 

-- Social participation of the family: 

i) Children have an inhibitory effect upon social participation 

of their parants (Harry, J. 1975). This is particularly 

the case for woman (when one observes the number of organizations 

to which thoy belong). There exists a u-shaped relationship 

between participation and age of the children (J. Harry, 1975) 
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ii) 	 The family is not an institution which facilitates the 

participation in voluntary organi.zations, except in those 

cases where family inter3sts come into play (J. Harry, 1975). 

-- Iuclear family and urbanization: 

i) The size of the city does not by itself alone determine the 

nuclear characteristics of the family. (W.Bock) 

ii) The social position (Occupational), social mobility, migratory 

situation, foreign origin and age are related to the family 

type. (W. Bock) 

--	 Internal dynamics: 

i) 	There exists a structural differentiation (defined as the 

capacity to integrate and process different types of information) 

Some events in the family are interpreted differentially, 

since there exists a set of symbols within the family (F.W. 

Young, C. Ruth y Yang, 1968). 

ij) Solidarity within the family is not significantly related to: 

type of housing, possesions within the home, amount of land 

owned, general levels of living, size of the family. Only 

medical practices are related to fami.ly solidarity (R. L.
 

Moxley, 1973).
 

iii) 	 Holler defines family solidarity as "familism". It can be
 

measured by the sense of belonging to the family group,
 

integration of individual activities towards the achievement
 

of family objetives, degree to which family goods are used 

to provide well being to all its members, mutual help and 

exchange amongst its members. (0. L. Holler, 1970) 
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iv) Familism is a value which implies that social life is based 

primarily upon adscribed rather than functional interpersonr. 

relationships. (DESAL, 1969) 

-- Age of ivrriage: 

i) 	 The average ago at which urban, upper class women marry 

is one year higher than the age at which lower class rural 

and urban wo'en marry. 

ii) The ideal age of marriage for men and wonen is always above 

23 years. 

iii) The ideal number of children is higher in rural areas, than 

for urbnn upper class groups. 

iv) Marriage is a desirable, indisoluhle state for the majori ty 

of groups (it provides family union and a sacred bond). 

A. M. Mattelart, 1968) 

Disintegration of the rural family 

i) Indicators such as divorce and legal separation are not 

useful in ruval weas; a much better indicator for family 

disintegration is the proportion of illegitimate children. 

ii) 	 Factors of' disintegration are: (a) presence of non-related 

members, (b) migrations, which produce unbalance in the men

woriOr) relationship. (DESAL, 1969) 

iii) 	 Pressures which contribute towards the disintegration of 

the extended family: 

a) I,.,ographic growth, which results in larger family size, 

has gpnevaLc.d a rural exodus, which in turn causes an 

unbalanced relationship in t-e age and sex structure. 
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b) Industrialization and the free market economic brings 

about a decrease of family loyalty and alters traditional
 

family values. (DE3AL, 1969) 

iv) A "natural" disintegration appears in the last strata of 

the higher social clasees, and of middle upper classes. 

(Alvarez, A. 0.; 1068)
 

v) Factors of disintegration:
 

(a) undernourrishment, (b) alcoholism, (c) poor housing 

conditions, (d) illiteracy; (A. 0. Alvarez, 1968) 

vi) 	Facors related to family cohesion: (a) high standars of 

living, (b) elevatedcnltural levels, (c) religious spirit, 

(d) discipline, (e) legal measures; (A. 0. Alvarez, 1968). 


